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FOREWORD 
The role of the Langley Researc~ Center is to engage in the basic 
and applied research necessary for t1',.e advancement of aeronautics and 
space flight, to generate new and advam:ed concepts for the 
accomplishment of related national goals, and to provide research advice, 
technological support, and assistance to other NASA installations, other 
government agencies, and industry. This Langley Research Center 1982 
Annual Report on Research and Technology contains highlights of our 
major accomplishments and applications made during the past year. The 
highlights illustrate both the broad range of the research and technology 
activities at the Langley Research Center and the contributions of this 
work toward maintaining United States leadership in aeronautics and space 
research. For further information about the report contact Robert H. 
Tolson, Chief Scientist, Mail Stop 103, Langley Research Center, 
I-lampton, Virginia 23665, (804) 827-3316. 
Donald P. Hearth 
Director 
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AVAILABILITY INFORMATION 
The research and technology accomplish-
ments in this report are arranged according tf) 
the NASA program office spnlisoring the work 
and the Agencywide Research and Technology 
Objectives and Plans (RTOP) work breakdown 
structure. For additional information on any 
summary, contact the individual identified with 
the highlight. Commercial telephone users may 
dial the listed extension preceded by (804) 827. 
Telephone users with access to the Federal Tele-
communications System (FTS) may dial the 
extension preceded by 928. 
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Aeronautics and Space 
Technolo~:y 
Advantages of Spectral Methods in 
Potential-Flow Airfoil 
Calculations 
A spectral collocation method for computing 
solutions to the potential equation for transonic 
flow about a two-dimensional lifting airfoil has 
been developed that is competitive in 
computation time with existing finite-difference 
airfoil codes. The high accuracy attainable with 
spectral methods for a relatively small number 
of mesh poin ts offers the pm:sibility of 
obtaining good scientific results with far less 
computer storage than is required with 
finite-difference methods. Alternatively, solutions 
of higher accuracy can be produced with the 
same number of mesh points and storage. 
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Comparison of predicted pressure distributions 
011 coarse and fine grid. 
Previous spectral methods have been impractical 
for engineering use due to excessive machine 
times required for solution of the equations. 
The current scheme offers a significant 
reduction in computer time required. 
Computed surface pressures are compared 
using 20 and 40 node points about an NACA 
0012 airfoil. The spectral solution using 40 
points ag l~es to within four decimal places with 
a simila: computation (not shown) by FL036, a 
finite-difl~ '~nce code developed by. Jameson at 
Princeton University that uses 192 points about 
the airfoil. Not~ that the section lift coefficient 
CQ predicted by the 20-point solution is within 
0.11 percent of that from the 40-point solution. 
The 40-point spectral solution required 
approximately the same computer time as the 
previously mentioned fine-grid finite-difference 
sol ution and used less than one-third the 
computer storage. 
The spectral airfoil code is capable of 
producing solutions for supercritical flow with 
shocks using an artificial density approach. 
Some loss in accuracy near the shock is 
suffered in such cases. 
Craig L. Streett, 2627 505-31-13 
Efficient 3-D Transonic Wing 
Calculations on CYBER 205 
It has been found that with new 
vectorizable algorithms for numerically solving 
three-dimensional transonic potential flows, 
solutions can be obtained 20 ti»'es faster on 
the recently developed Control lJata CYBER 
205 computer than on the CYBER 175. The 
use of the new "supercomputer" and the new 
family of algorithms will allow aircraft designers 
to use the computer codes on a routine, 
affordable basis. 
Most three-dimensional transonic computer 
codes an, expensive to use as routine design 
tools. One way to reduce the cost of running 
these codes is through improvements in 
calculation rate by using "supercomputelrs" such 
as the CYBER 203 and CYBER 205. These 
machines are known as vector proceS$ors and 
'. 
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can perform millions of operations per second 
in speciul cases where vector instrllctions are 
used. An active I'cseurch area is the seUl'cll fOl' 
new algorithms that are I'cadily "vectorized," in 
order to take better ndvantnge of the design of 
the new vector processors. 
To explore the appliCtltion of vectol' process .. 
ing to ll'Unsonic aerodynamic calculations, a 
widely used ll'llnsonic potential·now computer 
code, FL022 (developed by Jameson tInd 
Cuughey at New York UniVersity), was imple-
mented on both a CYBER 203 and a CYBER 
205, First the code was put on the CYBER 
203 in sl.!riul form, and. using various program-
ming techniques, a speedup of over 500 percent 
was obtained over a serial CYBER 175, Very 
little additional speedup was obtained when the 
program was vectorized, due to the inherently 
serial nature of the existing algorithm (SLOR) 
used to solve the Iinite-tiilTerence equations in 
FL022. 
To make bcttcr usc or the vector capabili-
ties of the CYBER 203 and 205, the SLOR 
algo1'ithm was replaced with a mol'c readily vec-
torizable implicit line ulgorithm (ZEBRA I, 
developed at Langley), Although it has not yet 
been implemented in a fully efficient manner, 
projections based on runs thut have been l11ude 
show that [l s'ignificantly hi,,"er computational 
rate could be obtained lIsing this algorithm, as 
shown in the table. 
N, Duane M(:ison, :2627 
Solution Times for Val'ious 
Implementations of FL022 
Prognll11 Machine 
Scalar FL022* CY 175 
CY 203 
Vector FL022 CY 203 
Fully crricient CY 203 
FL022 ZEBRA I CY 205 (projected) 
505-31-13 
Solution 
time, sec 
2300 
470 
430 
364 
115 
*Scalur FL022 calculation on the CYBER 175 
was [or a 192 x 32 x 24 grid. All other 
calculations were for a 192 x 32 x 32 grid. 
2 
On the Nonuniqueness of the 
Transonic Potential-Flow 
Equation 
Recently it was shown that in a certain 
range of angle of attack and Mtwh number the 
numerical solutions of the eqi.iUtioll for the 
velocity potential describing flow past n 
two-dimensional transonic airfoil are 110t unique. 
It was conjectU\'cd that the nonuniqueness was 
related to the buffeting phenomenon oLsel'ved 
experitnl!n tally in the same Mach number mnge. 
However, ongoing research on the solution to 
the more exact Euler equations, which account 
for rotational effects, indicates that this is not 
the casc, it appears that the nOll uniqueness 
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stems from the assumption of isentropic 
irrotational flow upon which the potential 
approximation is based. 
A comparison between the results of a 
potential code and an Euler code for flow past 
an NACA 0012 airfoil is shown in the figures, 
As the free-stream Mach number increase:'; 
beyond 0.76, the slope at CL = 0 of the 
section lift coefficient (CL) versus the 
angle-of-incidence (a) curve predicted by the 
potential solutions deviates considerably from 
that predicted by the Euler calculations. In the 
range of free-stream Mach numbers between 
0.823 and 0.860, the potential exhibits multiple 
solutions at zero incidence, as shown in the 
second figure for a Mach number of 0.83. In 
this figure the Eubr solutions do not show any 
anomaly, indicating that the phenomenon of 
multiple solutions is a problem associated only 
with the potential approximation. 
Manuel D. Salas, 2627 
.8 
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. 2 
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0, deg 
505-31-13 
POTENTIAL 
Moo = 0.83 
EULER 
'" "'.-;..... ,~ ~ THEORET I CAL 
.2 .4 .6 
Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack 
for flow past NACA 0012 airfoil. 
Improving the Convergence Rate 
of Factored Implicit Schemes 
In recent years alternating-direction implicit 
finite-difference schemes have become quite 
popular for solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes 
equations. The most commonly used form of 
these schemes is the approximate factorization 
(AF) method developed at NASA Ames 
Research Center. A theoretical advantage of the 
AF met!lOd is its unconditional stability, 
allowing an arbitrary choice of the time step. 
In practice, however, this algorithm has proven 
to be quite sensitive to a number of factors, 
including the choice of the time step. For 
calculations made with a constant time step, an 
"optimum" time step value, which gives the 
fewest iterations to convergence, can be found 
experimentally. A recent analysis at Langley has 
led to a successful analytical prediction of this 
co mplete convergence behavior for the AF 
scheme for the two-dimensional heat conduction 
equation, including the optimal time step. 
As a result of the insight gained in this 
analysis, it was noted that combining a one-step 
explicit finite-difference scheme with the AF 
method in a predictor-corrector fashion should both 
accelerate the convergence of the scheme and 
greatly reduce the time step sensitivity. These 
results have been verified computationally, as 
shown in the figure. The curve labeled AF 
shows the sensitivity to time step A (here 
normalized by the explicit stability !imit) of the 
original AF scheme for the two-dimensional heat 
conduction equation on a 17 x 17 uniform 
grid. The number of time steps (N) needed to 
converge the solution to steady state is seen to 
depend strongly on A. The curve labeled 
modified AF is from the new predictor-corrector 
scheme. The improvement in iterative efficiency 
and the reduction in time step sensitivity are 
apparent from the figure . 
Douglas 
800 
600 
N 400 
L. Dwoyer, 3171 
AF 
10 
MODIFIED AF 
20 
h 
505-31-13 
30 40 
Variation of number of time steps to converge 
with choice of time step /01' AF and modified 
AF schemes. 
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Successful Ground Simulation of 
Supersonic-Flight Boundary Layer 
Transition 
Ground simulaticn 0 f supersonic-night 
boundary layer transition phenomena has 
heretofore been severely compromised by 
free-stream flow disturbances generated in 
turbulent wind tunnel sidewall boundary layers. 
Two new research tools have been developed that 
signifit antly enhance the quality and validity of 
gro.tnd simulation for the supersonic-flight 
boundary layer transition problem; these are a 
new concept for a "quiet" supersonic wind 
tunnel and a user-oriented compressible 
thr~e-dimensional boundary layer stability code. 
A Mach-3.5 Pilot Quiet Tunnel has been 
developed that incorporates a rapid-expansion 
contoured nozzle and boundary layer bleed slots 
upstream of the noz,'le throat to produce 
ext remely low backgrOt.!1d free-srct>.\m noise 
levels in the upstream portion of the test 
rhombus. The modifications result in noise levels 
that are an order of magnitude lower than 
those in conventional supersonic wind tunnels. 
Recent boundary layer transition measurements 
on a sharp-tip ('one in this facility agree for the 
first time with those obtained in night, as 
shown in the figure. 
A new user-oriented stability code (COSAL) 
developed under contract with High Technology, 
Inc., for supersonic boundary layer flow over 
axisymmetric bodies and swept, tapered wings 
has been used to analyze the available 
supersonic-flight transition data as well as these 
recent Mach-3.5 Pilot Quiet Tunnel data. The 
results indicate that the compressible 
TRANSITION 
REYNOLDS 
NUMBER 
::;:::,,:'~=,  
~ 50 CONE DATA IN  HAcH-3.5 PILOT ~ __ __ QUIET TUNNEL 
--r 
5° CONE IN CONVENTIONAL ----.I 
WINO TUNNEL 
lJHJl REYNOL.DS HL'HIIER PER HETER 
Transition Reynolds number on sharp cones in 
supersonic ground and !light experime1lts. 
4 
(supersonic) stability theory correlates well with 
both th~ quiet wind tunnel and flight results, 
and therefore can be utilized for design in such 
areas as thermal protection systems (TPS) and 
laminar flow control. 
Ivan E. Beckwith, 4546 505-31-23 
Simulation of Transition in Plane 
Channel Flow 
Recent experiments conducted under a grant 
with Old Dominion University have shown that 
transition to turbulence in plane channel flow 
follows a sequence of events similar to that 
observed in the boundary layer transition. In 
this work, a direct numerical integration of the 
ti me-dependent three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
eq ua Hons is performed in an attempt to 
simulate these events in plane channel flow 
during the later stages of transition. The 
solution procedure is a second-order 
semi-implicit method that uses the 
pseudo-spectral technique along the homogeneous 
directions and finite differences along the 
nonhomogeneous direction. The finite-difference 
equations are transformed into wave-number 
space along the homogeneous directions and the 
resulting equations are solved by 
block-tridiagonal matrix inversion along the 
nonhomogeneous direction. 
Contour plots of equishear lines, which 
correspond to the approximate spanwise 
vorticity in the x l-x2 plane at the position (\f 
maximum perturbation velocity, are preseiJ{ed 
and compared to the one-spike stage oi the 
experiment. Measurements were made at a fi.xed 
streamwise location within the channel over a 
time period t; thus they represent the evolution 
of the flow fi,~ld in space. The numerical 
simulation marches in time and tracks the 
growth of the vortex structure across a 
computational box including all of Xl' 
Comparisons can be made between the two sets 
of data because the experiment will be 
equivalent to a time-like evolution of the flow 
field when the development of an initial 
disturbance is followed over a period of time. 
In both the experiment and the 
computation, the typical head of the shear layer 
appears very clearly, indi'..:ating the formation of 
a shear layer away from the wall about midway 
between the wall and the channel centerline. 
" 
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Vortex Flap Technology 
Vortex naps III'C vnriabll!-gcometl'Y devices 
\m:nted at the leading cdges or highh' swept 
wings to exploit tht' nallirally occ\I\'J'ing 
lcnding-cdge vorliees prcsent Oil these wings. As 
shown ill the l'igun.\ these {Icvices, whcn 
properly ticsignclI, 1:(\11 completely cllpture the 
lemling-edgc v()\'tex on the nup und provide 
wcll-ol'gunil.cd annched now on the wing un of 
the hinge line. As n I'~S\l\t. the willg not only 
genc:'atcs the mlllilioJ1t11 lift assl)l.'iulcd with 
leading-edge vortices, but nlso achieves reduced 
dl'l\g l)l..'CHlISC Qr lhe axial rorce gOllol'ated by 
t1w vortex ading on the vortex flap. The 
incrcase in perfOrlllUl1l.'C is purticularly impol'tnnt 
1'0\' ail'cl'Ut'l that urc climbing or executing 
sustained transonic llHIllClIvers. Vortcx nul'S can 
also be used to provide extm li1'l at low angles 
or ntlack so thlll tnkeorr roll L1istance CUll be 
l\'L!uced and visibilit)1 call be improved during 
landing upprotlch. In addition, tht.! vortex flap 
can be deflected d~)wnwnl'd so Ihill a vortex is 
trnppt.!d ht.!ilind it to produce drag and hence 
l'cdllCl.' bnding rollout. The lImg c~)cl'ficielll or a 
vmtl.!x nap is the same order (;\' magnitude as 
that 01' iI droguc chute. The vortex flap can hI.! 
mlldl.' mor~ el'l\.'ctivc in its operntion by 
employing sllitahlc~railin!)·cdge nap dcn!.'clion as 
well. 
The VOl'tt.!x nap ,onccpl hus now been 
validatcd expcl'imcntally thmllgh exhmsivc 
parametric stlldie~ conducted at subsonic speeds 
on n vari!.'ty or plnnnl' dt.!lta-wing models. The 
studies \Vl'rc done both at Langley and lIndl.!r 
contrnd with Vigynll Research Assoc" Inc. 
John E. LumHr. 2601 505-31-43 
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Laser Veloehneter/Hot Wire 
rrurbulence Inten.sity Study 
A comp:lI'ative study wus conducted between 
a Inscr velocimelt.!r and II single-component hot 
wire to dew lop a base level or confidence In 
the last.! I' velocimetel' as a tool 1'<.11' mC1lslIl'ing 
tlll'bulence pnt'lIlllcters in wind tunnel f1mv 
I1l!1ds. The study WIIS conducted in the free jet 
t.!xiting fl'om 11 rully dcvei<.1ped turbulent pipe. 
Grell t Cnl'e was taken to I'l!liuce the knmvn 
me(lSllJ'cment uncertainties ill both instruments. 
The possibk mellSlIl'Olllcllt l\I\Ccl'taintics in the 
hal wil'e wCl'e reduced by frequent calibJ'aliolls 
or the hot wirc, I()w~"elt)city I'Imv (IS Ill/sec) 
to main tain isothel'lllill ~ulHli liolls. uml the 
dt.!tennillation or the crfects of sCClled nows. 
Sincc the liS!.' or nn l'I11S IllctCl' to meuslII'c the 
nonlinear lhitput vollngl! will )Iield inHccllt'ate 
rcsults. direcl digilizution <.11' the hot-wirc signal 
wns perfonncd and the results converted. point 
by point, to velocity via a spline-fit calibration 
elll'VC, These velocity m~[Istll'en1l'nts \wrl! t hell 
statistically nvcrnged to yield thc tlll'bulcncc 
intensity or the 1'I0w. Thc t.!I'I'Or8 in the loscr 
vclodmctcr were reduced to less than 1 perccnt 
by using Vcr)' small pUl'tich:s (0,5 /Jill in 
diaml.'ll'I') as thc sced mutednl. orr-axis 
1'000w.\l'lI-scatlcr location or the collecting oplics 
incrcased the out pu I siglHtl to noise whi Ie 
kCL'ping the sample volulllc small (0.62 111m in 
Icngth), 
Typical results or this study arc shown in 
the figurc, Within the core region (flow 
tUl'bulencc intensities less thun 20 pcrcent, lhe 
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practical upper limit of the hot wire) the laser 
velocimeter and the hot"wire turbulence intensity 
meawrements agree within ±0.8 percent in 
turbulence intensity. Although the present study 
was conducted in a jet flow, the results agreed 
within 0.4 percent in turbulence intensity with 
Laufer's classic work and are well within the 
scatter of similar hot"wire studies used to 
measure turbulence intensity in a pipe flow. 
The results of this study indicate that the laser 
velocimeter can be used to measure turbulence 
in tensity with accuracy at least equal to 
hot"wire anemometry. Further, with the 
inclusion of a Bragg cell to account for flow 
reversal, the laser velocimeter may be used to 
measure turbulence intensities of much higher 
amplitude than are possible to measure with a 
hot wire. 
J. F. Meyers, 2791 505-31-53 
National Transonic Facility 
The National Transonic Facility (NTF) 
represented a unique ancl complex engineering 
challenge. Operation at temperatures from 
+1750 p to -3200p and pressures from 8.3 psia 
to 130 psia resulted in many design problems 
requiring state-of-the-art development in materials 
and techniques and the utilization of novel 
design concepts. Some typical design problems 
encountered and their solutions are discussed in 
this summary. 
LN 2 Storage Tank Inlet Location 
The NTF uses a 250,000-gallon tank for the 
storage of liquid nitrogen (LN2). The tank is a 
thin-walled vessel designed for a maximum 
pressure of 5 psig and a minimum pressure of 
4.0 in. of water. fhe geometry of the tank is 
such that a large ullage volume can exist. If a 
low level of LN2 exists in the tank, the 
nitrogen gas (GN2) will tend to stratify. An 
analysis was performed to determine what 
happens when the tank is refilled after 
stratification of the GN2 has taken place. The 
LN2 usually comes into the tank at the top, 
where it is poured onto a splash plate. If the 
GN2 temperature is above the saturation 
temperature of LN2 (1400R), some LN2 will 
evaporate. If enough evaporation occurs the 
GN2 pressure could drop fast enough to cause 
the tank to collapse. 
8 
A computer program was developed to 
model the tank filling process. A complete 
range of filling rates was simulated for various 
initial temperatures of the stratified GN2. The 
results showed that the tank could collapse 
under certain conditions; consequently, the inlet 
design was changed to bring the LN2 in at the 
bottom of the tank. 
Gate Valves 
The gate valves permit access to the model 
in the test chamber without depressurizing the 
entire tunnel circuit. To gain access to the 
plenum and model area the flow is stopped, the 
clamps on the movable contraction and 
high-speed diffuser are released, and the two 
structures are retracted from the plenum. The 
gate valves are then elevated and positioned to 
close the openings in the plenum bulkheads. 
The valves, approximately 14 ft in diameter, are 
moved on a track system using four 
electric-motor-driven mechanical actuators. Two 
lift actuators raise the gates to the top of the 
track and two positioning actuators push the 
gate into position, where the clamps can engage 
and seal against the bulkhead flange. After the 
gates are in their closed position and are sealed, 
the plenum volume is vented to the atmosphere 
and conditioned for personnel entry for the 
model change. 
Side Access Housings 
The side access housings allow personnel to 
work on a test model without environmentally 
conditioning the entire plenum section to obtain 
safe working conditions. This results in a 
significant reduction in operating cost. 
The housings are 7 ft high and 11 ft wide 
inside, with 6-in. thick insulated walls. The 
construction is aluminum alloy with urethane 
insulation. Two cables on each housing pull the 
housings into the tunnel and two cables pull 
the housing out. (as one set of cables reels out, 
the other set reels in). When the housings are 
retracted, they stop inside the plenum-to-housing 
seal but allow the plenum doors to close. When 
the housings are inserted, they meet at the 
tunnel centerline and a seal is made between 
the housings and the model sting. The housings 
are then purged of the cold nitrogen gas with 
low-pressure air and heated with an electrical 
resistance heater. When the oxygen level is 19 
percent and the temperature is about 400p, the 
end doors of the housings may be opened for 
access to the model. The end doors are 
manually operated for safety purposes. 
Internal Insulation SYbtem 
A highly efficient insulation system was 
required to protect the steel pressure shell from 
excessive thermal stresses and to I1111ll111IZe 
energy losses. The goal was to limit heat 
transfer from external air to the tunnel interior 
to 300 BTU/sec for the 40,000 ft2 of tunnel 
surface area. The insulation material was 
required to operate over the previously 
mentioned temperature and pressure ranges and 
also to be nonflammable in air at 130 psia. 
An intensive development program was 
initiated to produce a system with the required 
characteristics. The reSUlting system consillts of a 
high-density closed-cell modified polyurethane 
material laminated into blocks and machined to 
the required shape, along with an aero liner 
that serves as a backup retention system for the 
insulation material. The prefabricated blocks 
were individually filled on site and bonded to 
the tunnel shell. The aero liner is made up of 
fiberglass polyester "T"-shaped Structural 
tongerons bolted to the tunnel shell, 
3/ S-i n .-thick aluminum liner panels, and a 
fiberglass polyester cap strip that retains the 
liner panels. A two-part polyurethane adhesi.ve, 
Crest 391, and a layer of fiberglass cloth were 
used throughout the system for laminating the 
blocks, bonding the insulation blocks to the 
shell, and as a final cov~r over the blocks and 
joints. 
Fan Blades 
The main-drive fan blades for the National 
Transonic Facility were designed to prod uce test 
sectiu;) Mach numbers from 0.1 to 1.2 and 
Reynolds numbers up to 120 million. The 25 
blades are attached to a disk near the outer 
rim of the fan, and rotate at speeds up to 600 
rpm. 
Because of the severe operating environment 
and the relative inaccessibility for inspection, 
very rigid design criteria were established using 
specia tized organic-matrix resins that were 
certified acceptable for cryogenic applications. 
The blade is fabricated using styles 7781 and 
7576 p rei m pregnated E-glass. Ply thickness 
ranges from 1.341 in. at the attachment point 
to 0.315 in. at the tip. The fabrication is done 
in three basic operations. The main structural 
component, consisting of 100 plies of prepreg, 
is molded first. This lay-up is accomplished on· 
a mandrel consisting of a vulcanized gum rubber 
bag over a wash-out plaster core. The assembly 
is placed in a matched metal mold and molded 
in an autoclave after removing the plaster core. 
Epoxy foam leading and trailing edges are 
bonded in place. This assembly is then 
overwrapped with 44 additional plies of prepreg, 
placed in a mold, and molded in the autoclave. 
Five additional plies are added after this 
molding. Machining operations are then 
performed to fit mating parts, which are 
bonded in place. 
The finished blade is approximately 47.7 in. 
long from pin to tip, has a tip twist angle of 
47 0 , and weighs 238 lb. The maximum 
principal stress is approximately 20 percent of 
the ultimate material strength at operating 
temperature. 
0uct Acoustic Lining 
Aeroacoustic estimates of the noise generated 
by the 25-blade fan in the NTF indicate a 
broadband noise spectrum with a maximum 
overall sound pressure level of 155 dB. The 
maximum sound pressure level is estimated to 
peak at the fan blade passage frequency of 150 
Hz. These estimates were made over tJ1P 
operational temperature and pressure ranges. 
Attenuation of this noise by 10 to 20 dB was 
required for environmental purposes and for 
reducing fan-induced noise in the test section to 
less than 150 dB. 
Parametric analyses were performed with 
impedance and acoustic performance prediction 
models for a duct lining filled with a bulk 
absorber and a duct lining in the form of a 
dual-cavity resonator (one each positioned 
upstream and downstream of the fan). The 
analyses predicted superior performance by the 
dual-cavity resonator. Final design of the panels 
was based on cavity depths arrived at by tuning 
one cavity to just 'above the blade-passage 
frequency and the other to a higher frequenGY. 
Dual-cavity sandwich panels were constructed 
of 3/S-in.-cell Al honeycomb bonded to AI 
perforated face and septum sheets with a solid 
AI backing plate. The honeycomb was bonded 
to the sheets and plate with a reticulating 
structural adhesive. The panels are estimated to 
reduce the maximum test section sound pressure 
level to about 142 dB. 
Evaluation of Heavy Welding of Invar 
The design of large structures for cryogenic 
service requires a careful selection of materials 
and fabrication processes to prevent brittle 
failure and to mllllmize the effects of thermal 
distortion at operating tel,~peratures. In the 
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Full-Potential Solutions for 
Supersonic Flow Past Wing-Body 
Configurations 
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grid system used in every marching plane is 
generated numerically using an elliptic grid 
solver. Recent modifications permit solutions for 
various classes of configurations, Including 
conical and 110nconical wing-body configurations. 
The computed span wise pressure distribut,ion 
is shown for an analytically defined arrow- .ving 
configuration. This configuration is a difficult 
test case due to the "wake"-separated wing and 
body near the rear of the configuration (x/Q = 
0.8). Excellent agreement was observed at low 
angles of attack (M = 2.36 to 4.63) between 
the calculation and the data throughout the 
flow field, including the wake region. Agreemen c 
remains good for the case shown (M = 2.96; a 
= 100) except in the wake region, where no 
wake modeling was employed. These results 
compare favorably with Euler calculations for 
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this configuration and have demonstrated an 
order-of-magnitude reduction in computational 
time. 
Kenneth M. Jones, 3294 505-31-13 
A Technique for Generating a 
Mesoscale Terrain Data Base 
The speed and memory of the new 
generation of computers such as the Control 
Data CYBER 203 allow processing of more 
detailed numerical weather prediction models 
with higher resolution. As these models have 
grown in sophistication, the need for a better 
defined terrain data base to be used as a lower 
boundary condition has become acute. 
Previously, the coarse LFM 190-km terrain grid 
de,veloped by the National Me ;eorological Center 
was used. However, operational mesoscale 
models with grid spacings 0;' SO km are now 
being developed, and to be completely 
consistent they require terrain data at the same 
resolution. 
To develop a mesoscale terrain data base, 
high-resolution data were obtained from the 
Bureau of Mines and Mining in Boulder, 
Colorado. The data were on a very fine grid, 
with a data point every 0.5 minute of latitude 
and longitude. This corresponds to a data 
density 1600 times greater than that required 
by the Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation 
System model under study at LaRe. In order 
to sample the data onto the coarse grid of th~ 
model and minimize aliasing, the data first had 
to be smoothed. A very sharp two-dimensional 
smoothing filter was designed using Tukey's 
twicing technique. The convolution of a 
constant 3 x 3 filter and a constant 5 x 5 
filter was sharpened using Tukey's technique 
and resulted in a 19 x 19 filter with a spatial 
frequency response that drops off quickly in 
the 0.1 to 0.2 cycles per sampling interval 
frequency range and is nearly zero at 
frequencies above 0.2. Application of this filter 
to the data damps all spatial wavelengths of 
frequency above 0.2, thereby band-limiting the 
data so that every other point can be sampled 
without aliasing. The terrain data base was 
smoothed and sampled five times in this fashion 
to produce a terrain data base that has 
approximately the resolution required by the 
Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation System 
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model. The final step in the development of 
this data base was to use bilinear interpolation 
to register the data onto the model grid. 
Patricia Winters Kerr, 2747 
An Improved Algorithm for 
Image Reconstruction 
505-31-83 
Cubic convolution is a process originally 
developed in the early 1970's for the 
reconstruction and resampling of Landsat digital 
images. Since its development, this process has 
come to be generally acknowledged as providing 
a good compromise between computational 
complexity and reconstruction accuracy, and it 
is now used in a variety of applications that 
involve bivariate interpolation. Cubic convolution 
image reconstruction is actual1l' interpolation 
implemented by convolving the image samples 
with a smooth, spatially limited, one-parameter 
family of functions constructed by joining cubic 
polynomials in a spline-like fashion. 
Traditionally, however, the parametric nature of 
cubic convolution has not been exploited. The 
one member of this family that was originally 
proposed remains the standard for comparison 
and software implementation. 
I n recent research conducted jointly at 
Langley and the University of Arizona, the 
reconstruction properties of the one-parameter 
family of cubic-convolution interpolation 
functions were studied and the image 
degradation associated with reasonable choices of 
t hi s parameter was analyzed. This research 
demonstrated analytically that in an 
image-independent sense there is an optimum 
value for this parameter, and it is not the 
standard (default) value commonly used. This 
important result was subsequently verified with 
actual image data. In addition, this research 
demonstrated that in an image-dependent sense, 
the parameter can be adjusted to optimize cubic 
convolution to any class of images characterized 
by a common energy spectrum. This important 
result has also been verified by numerical 
simulation with multispectral image data. 
Stephen K. Park, 2747 505-31-83 
Pseudospectral N avier-Stokes 
Solver for the CYBER 203 
A vectorized code for the Control Data 
CYBER 203 has been developed to implement a 
mixed finite-difference and pseudospectral 
technique for solving the three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes equations. The code is intended 
for use in basic studies of compressible shear 
flows at high Reynolds number,such as the 
simulation of the incipient stages of transition 
to turbulence. 
The algorithm implemented employs a 
three-level operator-splitting technique for 
solution. The inviscid parts of the equations are 
solved with a variable-step second-order-accurate 
Adams-Bashforth method for time advancement 
and a pscudospectral method for approximating 
the spatial derivatives in oreler to obtain the 
h1gh accuracy required. The second operator 
invokes an implicit pressure correction and the 
final solution operator involves a semi-implicit 
solution of the viscous terms. 
The five dependent variables are interleaved 
one horizontal plane at a time, and their values 
at the grid points in a plane constitute a 
typical vector in the calculation. This 
organization of the data base permits a 
predictable paging sequence from the virtual 
system that is minimized by performing all 
three solution operators in one 
forward-backward sweep through the data base. 
The main computation involves one- and 
two-d i me nsional fast F ou rier transforms, 
fi n i te-di fference a pproxima tion to derivatives, 
and the solution of a large number of 
independent tridiagonal systems of equations. 
For a 32 x 32 x 64 grid, a complete 
forward-backward pass required 3.2 CPU 
seconds. 
Jules J. Lambiotte, Jr., 4612 505-31-83 
Aeroacoustic Computation of 
Cylinder Wake 
The ability to calculate sound generation by 
a fluid flow from first principles has long been 
a goal of the aeroacoustics community. As a 
demonstration of such a capability, computation 
of noise radiation from a cylindrical body of 
diameter D normal to a uniform stream of 
13 
.1 
velocity V has been accomplished. This flow is 
known experimentally to produce a highly 
regnlar von Karman vortex street in the wake 
over the wide Reynolds number range from 102 
to 106. The oscillations of the wake result in 
a narrowband sound (Aeolian tone) production. 
The aeroacoustic computation is carried out 
in two steps. The time-dependent cylinder wake 
is first calculated by finite-difference techniques. 
The acoustic radiation is then obtained by 
in tegra tion over the flow field '.Ising a 
modlfkation of the Lighthill theory. Typical 
results of the noise radiation to a distant 
observer are shown in the figures. The first 
gra p h displays the spectrum of the noise 
radiated directly above the cylinder. Note that 
the primary sound is radiated at a frequency fo 
given by the Strouhal number (St = foD/V) of 
0.2. This is the characteristic Strouhal number 
of the time-dependent wake flow and is 
produced by the fluctuating lift on the cylinder 
induced as each pair of vortices is shed into 
the street. The presence of a strong harmonic 
at 3fo is also observed, in agreement with 
experimental data. The second graph depicts the 
noise spectrum directly behind the cylinder. 
Here, no power at the frequency fo exists. The 
primary radiation is at 2fo and its harmonic 
4fo, again in agreement with experimental data. 
This is produced by the drag fluctuation 
induced on the cylinder as each vortex is shed 
into the wake. 
J. C. Hardin, 2617 505-32-03 
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Lateral Attenuation of Aircraft 
Noise 
Lateral attenuation is a term used to 
describe all the atmospheric and ground 
reflection effects associated with propagating 
aircraft noise, with the exception of spherical 
spreading and atmospheric absorption. Lateral 
a tt e 11 ua tion is maximum when aircraft are 
closest to the ground; that is, during takeoffs 
and landings. The significance of lateral 
attenuation lies in the fact that it may be as 
much as 20 dB and can therefore greatly affect 
the area enclosed in calculated noise contours. 
This, in turn, is directly related to the noise 
exposure of the surrounding airport 
communities. Lateral attenuation is therefore a 
critical parameter in all airport/community noise 
modeling programs, and international agreement 
on its value when applied to airport noise 
modeling is highly desirable. 
A flight experiment was conducted by 
L'l11gley in cooperation with the Society of 
Automotive Engineers using a Boeing 747 to 
gather lateral attenuation data for a wide-body 
aircraft. Results of the 747 experiment are 
shown along with the lateral-attenuation curve 
recommended by the Ground Reflection 
Measurement Subcommittee of the SAE, which 
represents previously available data for turbojet-
and turbofan-powered commercial, executive, and 
mili tary aircraft. The difference in lateral 
attenuation shown in the figure suggests that 
the lateral attenuation exhibited by the 747 is 
less than the average of those aircraft for which 
data were previously available. This difference 
must be considered in making airport noise 
modeling calculations where this type of aircraft 
operates in significant numbers. 
W. L. Willshire, 2645 505-32-03 
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segmentation). In principle, a judicious 
redistribution of acoustic energy into 
"appropriate" modes could provide a reduction 
of perceived noise level in selected regions of 
the far field. 
To validate analytical predictions of modal 
energy redistribution, an experiment has been 
conducted at Langley on the Spinning Mode 
Synthesizer. The experiment propagated a single 
dominant incident mode through a lined test 
duct. An acoustic-field mapping rig was used to 
obtain the modal content of the transmitted 
acoustic energy. Three different liner 
configurations were tested: a uniform baseline 
lincr, a six-segment lincr whose impedance 
changed at segment junctures, as shown in the 
figure, and a uniform liner with a 1800 
segment blocked with tape to simulate a 
two-segment hai'dwuH/softwall combination. 
The figure shows one example of mode 
redistribution for the two-segment liner. In this 
test, two counterrotating modes of 
circumferential order m = I were incident on 
the test liner. As can be seen, there is 
significant redh:tribl,ltion of acoustic energy into 
the m = 2 mode for the two-segment liner. 
Preliminary calculations suggest good general 
agreement with theory, as illustrated by the 
dashed lines. 
Tony L. Parrott, 3841 505-32-03 
Hot-Film Probes in Supersonic Flow 
The convective heat transfer behavior 
associated with wedge-shaped hot-film 
anemometry probes has been investigated in the 
transonic- to low-supersonic-flow regime at high 
unit Reynolds numbers. These studies have 
shown that the wedge probe exhibits a uniform, 
nearly linear response with a Reynolds number 
based on freestream static temperature 
conditions over the entire flow regime. This 
observed behavior permits separation of the 
fluctuating contributions due to density, 
velocity, and total temperature and allows for 
determination of the associated correlations 
between these variables. This feature represents 
an important step in providing experimental 
data for numerical modeling of high-speed 
turbulent boundary layers and jet plumes. 
Sensitivity equations have been derived that are 
appropriate to the observed behavior of the 
wedge probe. 
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The wedge probe has been applied to the 
study of turbulence properties associated with 
shock-containing supersonic jet plumes. These 
results revealed that for a mildly underexpanded 
unheated supersonic jet, velocity fluctuations 
were an order of magnitude larger than total 
temperature fluctuations. The figure shows the 
axial evolution of these parameters along the 
jet.. The modulation of the turbulence by mean 
fiow variations in the shock field can be related 
to the local oblique shock wave strength. This 
17 
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information has been of greater use in the 
stu d y 0 f me c h anisms associa ted with the 
broadband shock noise generation. 
The wedge probe was found to have a flat 
frequency response at about 130 kHz, and 
suffered no degradation in operating 
performance with long-term use. The wedge 
probe offers a clear advantage over hot-wire 
probes and laser velocimetry systems in 
high-speed flow applications with high unit 
Reynolds numbers. 
J. M. Seiner, 3094 505-32-03 
Prediction of Inlet Flow Fields 
Recent developments in fighter aircraft 
design have brought increased awareness of the 
problem of aircraft-inlet integration. Numerical 
methods of flow field prediction for 
complicated wing and body configurations are 
becoming more and more necessary to aid in 
AXIAL LOCATION OF INLET PLANE 
Geometric model of side-mounted configuration. 
-PREDICTION 
----EXPERIMENT 
STEIN contours. 
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efficient wind tunnel testing and to furnish 
design guidance. To assess current prediction 
capabilities. two existing computer programs, 
both inviscid, have been modified end utilized 
to calculate flow field contours of pertinent 
flow variables. These data have been compared 
to wind tunnel data obtained 011 typical fighter 
configurations of the early 1970's. The first 
program is a supersonic code (STEIN) using the 
three-dimensional Euler equations, with the 
computational grid fitted between the aircraft 
surfaces and the bow shock. The second 
p:'ogram is a transonic code (WIBeO) utilizing 
the small-disturbance potential equations and 
incorporating locally fitted fine-grid systems and 
a p proximate body and wing boundary 
conditions. 
Two different configurations are shown along 
with the local angle-of-attack contours generated 
by thz STEIN code for a side-mounted inlet 
configuration at Moo = 2.5 and o!oo = 1 SO and 
by the WIBeO code for a wing-shielded inlet 
configuraton at Moo = 0.9 and o!oo = 15°. The 
agreement between theory and experiment shows 
AXIAL LOCATION OF INLET 
Geometric model of wing-shielded configuration. 
-PREDICTION 
---EXPER I MENT 
WIBeo contours. 
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that both of these codes provide acceptable 
predictions for planning or design purposes for 
these types of standard configurations. Further 
work is needed to include the effects of 
viscosity and vortex shedding, in particular for 
aircraft of more exotic design or at more 
extreme flight conditions. 
Steven F. Yaros, 2673 
Characterization of Heat 
Treatment in Aluminum 
505-32-13 
Recent processing errors by suppliers of 
high-strength aluminum alloys have resulted in 
the possible placement of soft aluminum in 
critical structures such as the Space Shuttle. 
This research identifies a nondestructive 
technique with the potential for evall'ating 
structural members in place, thus assuring initial 
structural viability as well as locating regions of 
rnateriui undergoing annealing resulting from 
reentry or from processing irregularities. 
Although previous investigations of ultrasonic 
velocity indicate its insensitivity to material heat 
treatment, only second-order elastic constants 
have been considered. However; a combination 
of second- and third-order elastic constant 
measurements offers the potential for 
characterizing aluminum heat treatment. 
Measurements of material hardness, conductivity, 
and Ultimate strength in a 2024 aluminum alloy 
were compared to both stress and thermal 
u It rasonic constants. Ultrasonic measurements 
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were obtained with a pulsed-phase locked-loop 
ultrasonic spectrometer with resolution of parts 
in 107. 
The figures show test results from a normal 
high-strength aluminum threaded rod and a 
similar sample annealed at 5000 C. Each rod was 
pulled to failure while measuring stress, local 
strain, normalized sound velocity, and "natural" 
frequency (velocity). The largest parameter 
chal11e was the shear sound velocity stress 
derivative which showed a 3D-percent variation 
between normal and annealed aluminum. 
Joseph S. Heyman, 3418 505-33-23 
Relation of Ultrasonic Velocity to 
Stress State of Materials 
Knowledge of the stress state of a material 
has been a problem of national con~ern in 
many areas of application ranging from loads on 
threaded fasteners to residual stresses in aircraft 
wings and railroad wheels. The development of 
La RC':; IR-IOO award-winning bolt monitor has 
made it possible to track changes in the stress 
state of a material by measuring accompanying 
changes in the velocity of high-frequency sound 
waves (ultrasound) propagating through the 
material. A comprehensive theory of the 
relationship between such changes in the sound 
velocity and the stress in a material has 
recently been doveloped at Langley utilizing the 
nonlinear elastic properties of the solid. The 
theory establishes a quantitative basis for the 
boIt monitor measurements in terms of 
19 
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fundamental solid properties and is valid for 
materials of arbitrary crystalline symmetry. The 
theory includes for the first time the effect of 
residual stresses in the material on the bolt 
monitor measurements. The relationship betwee.l 
the velocity/stress state of the material and 
fundamental parameters in the equation of state 
of solids has also been obtained. These 
relationships provide much of the scientific base 
and understanding needed for developing further 
technology leading to absolute measurements of 
residual stresst!s in ma terials. 
John H. Cantrell, Jr., 3418 
Three-Dimensional Inviscid 
Analysis of Scramjet Inlet 
Flow Field 
505-33-23 
A computer code has been developed to 
calculate the inviscid now in the inlet of a 
supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) engine. 
The three-dimensional Euler equations in 
conservation form are used to describe the inlet 
flow field. The governing equations in the 
physical plane are transformed to a regular 
computational domain by using an algebraic 
n u merica I coord ina t e transformation that 
generates a set of boundary-fitted curvilinear 
coordinates. MacCormack's unsplit explicit 
finite-difference method is used to solve tht 
transformed equations. This method is highly 
efficient on the vector-processing computer for 
which the current code is written. 
The code has been used to calculate the 
flow field in several scramjet inlet 
configurations, one of which is shown. This 
particular configuration is also currently being 
used in experimental studies of scramjet-related 
problems. In this configuration most of the 
inlet compression is provided by the sidewalls, 
which are swept wedge-shaped surfaces. Sidewall 
sweep provides the potential to operate over a 
range of Mach numbers even with a 
fixed-geometry inlet. For this inlet, sidewall 
sweep ends along line AB. In the present 
numerical study, results were obtained for sweep 
angles (A) of 30° and 45 0 over a Mach 
number range of 3.4 to 6.0 at the face of the 
inlet. 
The sidewall pressure distribution is shown 
for a 45 0 sweep angle at Mach 5.0. The 
20 
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preS~!1t results are compared with the pressure 
distribution obtained from the shock tables and 
with a two-dimensional analysis. The present 
results are in very good agreement with the 
other results up to the point of cowl closure, 
Beyond this point the present analysis predicts 
much higher pressure due to the cowl shock, 
which cannot be accounted for in the 
two-dimensional analysis. 
Th\:\ preceding calculation!t 'Were made on the 
Co n t rol Data CYBER 203 vector-processing 
computer. The code has a ~ompute rate of 1 x 
10-5 sec/grid point/time step. A typical 
solution can be obtained in 10 to 15 ll1inutes 
I' 
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or cumputer time, depcnding 011 the si~,c or thl' 
grid lind the 11 UIll lH.'!' or tlmc steps I'cl)lIh'cd fo\' 
convcl'gcIlCl'. 
Nay KUIlHII', 3171 505-31-73 
Conlputation of RaU1Jet Dunlp 
COlllbustor Flow Field 
Incrcnscd intcl'cst In 1'lIl11jl't propulsion 
systcms with higlwl' pl'I'I'twlllilncc rcqulrcmcnts 
:Ind tight 1.'1' constmlnts on system sizo IIIHI 
\wight has led to the nced 1'01' impl'Owd 
tel'lIniqlles 1'01' tlnnlyzing lind lit'signing stich 
SYSll'lllS, A ~l'ilicul I'cqu il'c III I.' 11 I 1'01' achlQvlng 
high system pel'fol'manct' within sp~cin~d 
gl.'omctl'ic ll111ils Is nil aCl'lII'nte dcscl'iption of 
the combusltH rIow ficld, Computational 
t~'l'hniq\lcs ofrcl' 1Ill' polential fUI' unalyzing 
mmJet flow nelds, and tilt' lechniqucs are 
a tlnll' t I v t' in I h n t t hey could provide u 
deSl'l'iptiOIl or thl' now OWl' a wldL' I'IIngL' of 
conti i lions, 
;\ computer pl'Ogl'lll\l hilS bCL'n dL'wlopL'd al 
LaRe 10 analyz\.' the slIbsonil.' I III'l1u h.'n I I'l.':tcting 
flow in a I'antict dllTuSl'l' alld dump l'ombuslor, 
Tht' pl'Ogl'vm has recently he~1l l'omp:m.'d with u 
I'tllnjel dump combustor simulalion cxpl'rilllcnl 
caniQd oul al Iht' Arnold Enginl'et'ing 
J)eVL'lopmenl Ccntl.'I' 10 mcasure pal'llmelL'I'S that 
an.' impOI'tnnt in ran\jel design, A plot of I Ill' 
t'ompuled "dod I y veel 01' field in I he d iCruser 
and dump (slep) combustor is shown in the 
ngul'l~, Air is intl'odu~'t.'d by thl' dilTlISt'I' into 
till.' combuslor downslream or Iht' stt'P, lind 
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CompUIt'eI 1'('locil.\' !'t'Clol' j7('1<I III ramjt'! elUfllP 
COlli bl/Sf or ,\'; lilli/a lor, 
gil SC<'HIS hydl'O!'WIl is injected in to thc c<.)mIHlstOl' 
ut the step fact.'. Nott.' the pl'cdictt.'d flow 
st.'pul'utioll bc.'hind the step and the dcvclopml'nt 
lind growth 01' a sill.'a1' layer downstrcam of the 
stt.'p. ('om\lul'isolls of t1w computed tint! 
meos\II'cd mcnn vf.'iocity at two downstream 
stntions (x/D t:l I nnd x/I) w: 3) UI't.' nlso given 
in the figure. Tht.' predicted vuhll.'s lIrc in 
rcasonilhly good lIgrt.'cmcllt with thl' mcnslIl'l.'d 
datn. indicating 1I good pot/nlilll for the IInnlysis 
or l':tll1jt.'t dump combustor flow fields. 
J, Philip DrUII\1ll0IHI. 3171 505-31-73 
Hypersollh~ Propulsioll 
A compl'e hc'nsiw roselll'ch pl'ogl'mn is in 
progress to establish the tcchnology required 1'01' 
practical nil'breathing cnginl.'s capable of' 
OpCl'Ht ing ill speeds I'I'OIll Mnch 4 to Milch 10. 
Bt'ClItlSt' or the S('VCi'C heating encotlnh~I'ed III 
tlwse spel'ds. nn cligille with l'ixl'd geol11t.'tr)' is 
dcsil'llble, In order to uccolHmodatc the chnngcs 
in flow bl'havior Ihnt nCl'ur ill this speed range 
nml to pl'Oduce thrust QI'I'ldently. operation with 
both subsonic nlHl stlpl'rsonic comhustion is 
required, At tvtuch 4 ihl' kl'Y problem is to 
contain subsonic hurning within the engine lit a 
t \\1'0 1I11~ set t illg 111111 lIses nil t1w oxygl'n 
IIvuiitlhle in ail', At Mach 10 the plOblt'lll is to 
achil'\'L' I'Hpid mixing lIml combllstion in till.' 
short time avnilnblc with supersonic now 
through the l'omlmstOl', 
Ii, x ten s i v c t cst s () I' 1I t hI'\} (\ -S tl'U t 
inlt.ll-combustOl' mOltl'l have bl'cn completed lit 
simulated Mach-7 flight contiitiol1s, Duta inchldc 
Ihrust pl'rl'ol'lnnncc, inlemlll pl'essl\l'c distl'iblltioll, 
henl t'I'Ullsf'(ll', ignition condW())ls, nnd flame-out 
limit's 1'01' supcrsonic combustion operntion. 
Pt1l'I'Ol'll1llllCC equul to or exceeding expectations 
was nchiuvcd in all rcspocts, Thl'se I'CSU\tS 
indicate Iha! the hydrogen-fucled supersonic 
combllstion ramjt't may become u viable 
propulsion option for ruturc IlIlIl1ch vehicles, 
Sepal'll!c tests or u combustor duct have 1I1so 
illdicllted u promising nppl'ollch 1'01' 
nccomplishing good combustion and thrllst 
pcrfol'mnncc with bolh subsonic nnd supersonic 
flow. Rccent cXPQl'imcnls have extended these 
results to 1\ combined inlct"coll1b\lstOl' model lit 
simuluted Mnch-4 night conditions, In these 
lesls good combustion nnd thrust perrol'lllnncc 
WCl't' nchkvcd withou! adverso effects 011 tile 
21 
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307-02-01 
Superplastic Forming/ 
Weldbrazing Proce .~ Significantly 
Increases Structural Efficiency 
he uperpl a ti behavior of metal r their 
ability to und rgo longation of 500 to 1000 
perc nt without ne king or fra ture, p mi e to 
revoluti ni ze the fabri ati on of future air raft 
tru ture. When hea ted t 1700 , titanium 
can be form ed or train d u ing ga pre ure t 
elongati on ver 1000 per nt , whi h p rmit 
the fabri ation of component not po ibl u ing 
con enti nal forming method . Thi phenom non 
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and 25 percent silicon carbide whiskers (SiCw), 
is 30 to 75 percent higher than the 1M 2024 
over a temperature range from 75 0 F to 3500 F. 
Corresponding specific strengths were up to 30 
percent higher than those of 1M 2024-T4. 
Further research is needed to enhance ductility 
in these materials, to develop these properties in 
other product forms such as sheets and plates, 
and to scale up to large billets, but the promise 
of these powder metallurgy aluminum matrix 
composites appears bright, especially for 
stiffness-limited aerospace structural applications. 
W. B. Lisagor, 3041 505-33-13 
Fatigue Lives and Fracture 
Toughness of Laminated Metals 
La m ina ted metals show promise as 
damage-tolerant materials. If an adhesive is used 
to laminate thin sheets of metal, a crack in one 
sheet does not induce a crack in an adjacent 
sheet because the adhesive is too weak to 
transfer enough force to overload the adjacent 
layers. This is in contrast to brazing the sheets 
of metal together; the strong braze material can 
transmit enough force for the crack to travel 
into the adjacent layer. 
The figure shows some results for a titanium 
alloy (Ti-6AI-4V). The alloy is moderately tough 
for a metal,' aTid in large solid-plate form it has 
a comparatively high rate of crack propagation. 
The first graph compares the life to failure 
under cyclic loads of a monolithic plate and a 
laminated plate. After the laminated plate had 
lasted more than 15 times as long as the 
monolithic plate, the engineer stopped the test. 
At that time the crack had grown all across the 
ITItanl", TI-6AHV) 
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Fatigue lives and fracture toughness of 
monolithic and laminated metal. 
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one initially cracked layer, but the remammg 
layers easily supported the 10ilds. In the 
monolith, however, the crack grew through the 
thickness as well as across, leading to the early 
failure. 
The second graph compares the fracture 
toughness of the monolith and the laminate. 
With equally long cracks, completely through 
the thickness in each case, the laminate carries 
40 percent more load. Fracture theory suggests 
that the laminate layers constrain each other so 
that they are under a plane stress condition, 
whereas the monolith is under plane strain. The 
plane stress condition enables the laminate to 
support greater loads. 
W. S. Johnson, 2715 505-33-23 
Edge Delamination Test Measures 
Interlaminar Fracture Toughness 
A simple test has been developed at Langley 
that measures the interlaminar fracture toughness 
of multilayered fibrous composites, Such 
toughness is a measure of the resistance of the 
material to delamination, a common failure 
mode in composites. This edge delamination test 
(EDT) involves applying ~ tensile load to a 
small II-ply (±30,±30,90,90)s composite coupon 
until delaminations form at the edges. Coupon 
stiffness (ELAM) and strain at initial 
delamination (ec) are easily obtained from the 
test and substituted into the simple equation 
shown to determine the critical value of strain 
energy release rate (Gc) for edge delamination 
growth in an unnotched laminate. (The E* term 
in the e9..!!ation is the stiffness of the 
(±30,±30,90,90)s coupon if the 30/90 interfaces 
were completely delaminated. It can be 
calculated easily using a simple rule-of-mixtures 
equation and stiffness values of a (±30)g 
laminate and a (90)n laminate.) 
The figure shows how the EDT can rank 
the toughness of graphite-fiber-reinforced 
composites made from different polymer 
matrices. The brittle 5208 epoxy has very low 
toughness, whereas the H205 epoxy is much 
higher. The addition of elastomers to the H205 
e pox Y to prod uce F 185 ma te!'~al im proves 
toughness even more. 
Unlike the widely used double-cantilever-
beam test for fracture toughness, the EDT gives 
failure modes similar to those in tests of 
II .' j 
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composite structures. The EDT also has' a 
simpler configuration and simple loading, but, 
more importantly, it IS independent of 
delamination size. Both tests hre being used in 
NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) 
Program to screen new toughened resin-matrix 
graphite composites for improved delamination 
resistance. 
T. K. O'Brien, 3011 505-33-33 
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~o 
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EPOXY 
Edge delamination test measures enll(l11ced 
interlaminar fracture toughness. 
Melt-Processable Polyimide 
In the past, polyimides have not been 
processable in the melt form. However, a novel 
linear aromatic polyimide that retains the 
typical polyimide thermooxidative stability and 
is also hot-melt processable has been synthesized 
and characterized. As shown in the figure, tIns 
polymer (!-IMP-l) exhibited a considerably lower 
melt viscosity at its midrange processing 
temperature (300 0 C) than did either 
commercially available Torlon (340°C) or a 
widely used ABS (commercial plastic) resin 
(200 0 C). It also exlnbited a well-defined 
decrease in viscosity with increasing temperature, 
a definite processing advantage. 
The measured toughness {Gld of the 
melt-processable polymer was several orders of 
magnitude greater than that of addition-curing 
polyimides or ~lastomer-toughened addition 
polyimides. The room-temperature lap shear 
adhesive strength of 6300 psi was quite high 
compared to conventional polyimide adhesives_ 
The glass transition temperature decreased by 
only 70 C when the polymer was subjected to a 
72-hour water soak and then tested wet. This 
HMP-l material also has shown exceptional 
resistance to common solvents. 
Because of its melt-flow properties, high 
G I c, moisture and chemical resistance, and 
thermooxidative stability, tillS novel polymer 
exhibits considerable attractiveness as an 
engineering thermoplastic. In particular, due to 
its high melt flow, it shows potential as a 
co mposite matrix resin and as a hot-melt 
adhesive. 
Harold D. Burks, 3041 505-33-33 
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Pro cessability comparisons of meif-processable 
poly imide (HMP-}) and commercial polymers. 
Electrically Conducting Polyimide 
Film 
Because of their low density, thermal 
stabj,lity, and flexibility, polyimide films are 
currently being considered as materials for large 
space structures. To dissipate charging in spa.:e, 
the films should possess antistatic prop~rties 
with an electrical conductivity of at le~st 10-8 
to 10-10 mho-cm. 
Polyimides have a low ebctrical conductivity, 
on the order of 10-17 mho-cm. Research has 
shown that the conductivity of the polymer can 
be increased by as much as 14 orders of 
magnitude using certain palladium complexes as 
additives when the metal complexes are 
25 
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incorporated into prepolymer solutions. Good 
solubility of the palladium salt in the polymer 
is a necessity for achieving conductivity. 
l~lectrical conductivities obtained by the 
addit:on of these compounds are more than 
sufficient for relieving space charging effects. 
The improved conductivities of these 
palladium-containing polyimide films have been 
achieved with only a 4-percent increase in film 
density, minimal sacrifice in thermal stability, 
and no loss in film flexibility. 
Anne K. St. Clair, 3041 505-33-33 
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10-15 c Alone 0 
u 
Electrical conductivity of Pd/polyimide fl/m. 
Composite Material 
Characterization 
The chemical characterization of cured 
graphite fiber/polymeric matrix resin composites 
presents a difficult problem be calise the 
co mposites are both insoluble and opaque. 
Standard analyses, which depend on the ability 
to either dissolve the sample or detect 
t ra nsmitted radiation, are impossible. As a 
result, changes in resin molecular structure, 
which most likely contribute to any observed 
change in composite weight or mechanical 
properties, can only be postulated. 
Diffuse Reflectance-Fourier Transform 
Infrared CDR-FTIR) spectroscopy is being 
developed in an effort to gain an insight into 
molecular changes that occur during cure of 
composite materials, as well as into changes due 
to environmental exposure. A small portion of 
26 
the composite is pulverized and irradiated, and 
diffusely reflected components are detected. 
Multiple scans are made to improve sensitivity. 
The result can be a high-quality interpretable IR 
spectrum containing information identifying 
which molecules are present in the resin and 
how they are arranged. 
The figure shows a DR-FTIR spectrum of a 
cured graphite/addition polyimide composite. 
Bands at 1778, 1724, and 1389 cm-l are due 
to imide ring vibrations. An attenuated total 
reflectance CATR) spectrum. previollsly the best 
available technique, is included for comparison. 
Changes in band intensity, new bands, and 
frequency shifts have been observed for 
environmentally aged composites using DR-FTIR . 
This new information enhances a fundamental 
understanding of molecular changes within the 
polymeric resin and, ultimately, of how these 
changes affect composite performance. 
Philip R. Young, 3041 505-33-33 
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Tests of High-Temperature 
Composite Joints 
A fabrication and test program has been 
conducted by the Boeing Aerospace Company 
under contract to Langley to provide a data 
base for the design of graphite/polyimide 
composite joints useful for service at elevated 
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research program is under way at the Langley 
Research Center to study the behavior of 
composites under low-velocity impact. 
Wolf Elber, 2093 505-33-33 
Governing Parameter Identified for 
Postbuckling of Plates 
Normalized load end-shortening results are 
presented in the figure for the postbuckling in 
compression of long, simply supported, 
orthotropic plates. The applied load P is 
normalized by the buckling load Pcr and the 
end shortening Ll i£: normalized by the end 
shortening at buckling Llcr. Buckling of such 
orthotropic plates is known to depend on two 
well-known parameters (shown in the figure) 
involving various bending stiffllesses (e.g., D I I, 
D 12, D22, D66). Postbuckling results were 
previously obtained using available 
general-purpose computer programs for each set 
of dimensions and r.-Iuterial properties. The 
present analysis identifies the fact that for 
compressive postbuckling the results depend on 
the buckling parameters plus the one new 
parameter (A22DIl/AIID22), where the Aij 
are the various membrane stiffnesses. These 
results are general in that, with just a few more 
sets of CUl'¥~ll for other values of the D 12 
parameter, they apply to the complete range of 
dimensions for many classes of layups of 
laminated composites. 
The slope of the load end-shortening curve 
is a measure of the overall plate stiffness. The 
figure shows that prior to buckling, the curve is 
a straight line of slope 1. After buckling this 
line may change slope depending on the values 
of the parameters chosen, and the slope of the 
curves decreases with increase in loading. These 
results were obtained by converting the 
two-dimensional equations of plate theory into 
one-dimensional equations by assuming 
trigonometric functions in one direction. These 
equations are then solved numerically so that 
results may be obtained at low cost for any set 
of dimensions or directly for design in a weight 
optimization study. Agreement between 
theoretical results and experimental results has 
been obtained for isotropic plates and for 
composites. 
Manuel Stein, 2813 505-33-33 
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Aerodynamic Panel Method 
SOUSSA for Steady and 
Unsteady Flow 
In order to analyze time-dependent 
aeroelastic problems of aircraft, such as flutter, 
gust response, and active-controls behavior, as 
well as steady and quasi-steady problems such 
as performance, static and dynamic s~ •. ~ility, 
and structural loads and deformations, it is 
necessary to calculate the distribution of 
pressure over the aircraft. For this purpose a 
general aerodynamic panel method called 
SOUSSA (steady oscillatory and unsteady 
subsonic and supersonic'; aerodynamics) has been 
developed. The method is based on linearized 
potential flow and is applicable to general 
shapes, such as complete aircraft having 
arbitrary shapes, motions, and deformations. An 
early version of a computer program, SOUSSA 
Pl. 1 , imp lementing tIllS method has been 
validated by comparison with experimental 
pressure data and with results from the more 
limited lifting-surface theory. 
The figure shows some results of one such 
application. The wing, which was tested in the 
Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel, is a 
sharp-edge clipped delta wing oscillating in 
pitch. The Mach number is 0.4, and reduced 
frequency based on root semichord is 0.66. The 
surface paneling array used in the SOUSSA 
calculations contained 10 panels per chord and 
10 panels per semis pan on upper and lower 
surfaces. The real and imaginary (in-phase and 
out-of-phase) components of calculated and 
'. 
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measured surface pressures are compared in the 
figure at the 0.33 semispan station, and the 
overall good agreement shown is typical for 
other span stations and other frequencies. 
E. Carson Yates, Jr., 2661 505-33-53 
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Surface pressures on clipped delta wing. 
Transonic Analysis of Flexible 
Wings 
1.0 
A method for including the effects of 
elasticity in the analysis of steady transonic 
wings has been developed. The method iterates 
between a nonlinear aerodynamic calculation and 
a linear structural analysis. The aerodynamic 
calculations are obtained using the full potential 
code, FL022 (developed by Jameson and 
Caughey at New York University), While the 
structural analysis is performed external to 
FL022 with a method that was developed at 
Langley. Since the structural analysis may be 
used without the assumptions of slender-beam 
theory, this is a significant improvement upon 
previously published methods. The aerodynamic 
solution is gradually converged throughout the 
aerodynamic/structural iteration process; thus the 
cost of a flexible-wing analysis is usually less 
than 50 percent greater than the cost of 
analyzing a rigid wing. 
The impOrtance of including elastic effects 
in the analysis of flexible wings is shown in the 
figure. Computed lifting pressures CACI') 011 the 
DAST (Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural 
Testing) ARW-2 (Aeroelastic Research Wing) with 
and without the effects of elasticity are shown 
at the design cruise Mach number (0.80) and 
dynamic pressure (126.4 psf) with a wing root 
angle of attack of 1.36°. Allowing the wing to 
deform under load results in a large reduction 
of lift (CL) and significant chang"es in shock 
strength and location. 
Woodrow Whitlow, Jr. 2661 50S~33-S3 
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Angle-of-Attack Effect on 
Transonic Flutter 
Flutter tests of the TF-8A supercritical wing 
in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TOT) have 
investigated the effect of wing root angle of 
attack, ao, on flutter. Near the design Mach 
number of 0.98 the flutter boundary was found 
to curl backwards for angles of attack above 
zero and for Mach numbers between 0.95 and 
1.0. A study was conducted at Langley to see 
if a recently developed two-dimensional 
transonic finite-difference cC'nputer code would 
predict this phenomenon. A sketch is shown of 
a two-dimensional airfoil section (MBB A-3) 
mounted on a pitch spring. This simple model 
is analogous to the effect of washout of angle 
of attack at the tip of a loaded wing in which 
the nosedown pitching moment, CM, twists the 
section from its "root" angle, ao, to a more 
negative angle, a. When the flutter ;I!~.::ed index 
is plotted versus Mach number for fixed angl<'!s 
of attack of a = 00 and, lOa significant 
transonic dip is seen, but there is no evidence 
of the curl-back seen in the TF-8A results. 
When the effect of static twisting is included 
and the boundary is plotted for "root" angles, 
a curl-back develops between 20 and 40 . The 
curl-back is due to tl1(~ static twisting of the 
airfoil under the combined influences of Mach 
number and dynamic pressure. The higher angles 
obtained near the bottom of the transonic dip 
induce transonic effects that produce the 
curl-back of the flutter boundary. 
John W. Edwards, 2661 505-33-53 
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Components of Singular-
Perturbation Solution to 
Trajectory Problems 
Singular-perturbation theory 0 ffers a 
framework for the solution of complex 
traj ectory optimization problems. This 
framework provides a systematic approach for 
separating the high-order numerical problem of 
finding optim~ 1 trajectories into a series of 
smaller subpublems that can be solved on 
board an aircraft in real time. The solutions to 
the individual subproblems are then combined 
to approximate the solution to the original 
trajectory optimization problem. 
The chart shows an example altitude time 
history of a fuel-optimal trajectory for a 
transport aircraft. The curve labeled C represents 
the so-called outer-layer subproblem solution and 
corresponds to a constant-altitude cruise for the 
aircraft. The curve labeled B represents the first 
boundary layer subproblem solution. It 
converges toward the cruise solution, but does 
not meet the initial condition on altitude. The 
curve labeled A represents the second boundary 
layer subproblem solution, which meets the 
initial condition on altitude and converges to 
the first boundary layer solution. 
This hierarchical approach to solving 
trajectory optimization problems is being applied 
to computations of fuel-optimal trajectories for 
transports and time-optimal trajectories for 
fighters. The techniques under development 
allow real time on-board control of optimal 
trajectories using feedback control laws. 
Douglas B. Price, 4681 505-34-03 
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reducing the number of dedicated 
switches/controls and replacing them with a 
programmable-legend multifunction panel, as 
shown in the figure. 
The MFK provides a 3 x 5 array of 
programmable-legend switches for accepting 
pilot/crew inputs and a scratch pad for 
displaying vehicle computer outputs. Each key 
or switch has an alphanumeric display of two 
rows of eight characters. Tactile switch feedback 
is provided by each switch. Each switch is 
front-panel replaceable. The MFK displays can 
be dimmed with a manual control for night 
viewing. 
The MFK is based on an eight-bit 
microprocessor that provides the capability for 
generating legend displays on a self-contained 
basis or through a host processor via data link 
or bus inputs. The experimental MFK has the 
potential to be used simultaneously as a 
controller for navigation, communications, and 
systems management, thereby replacing numerous 
single-purpose switches and controls. Laboratory 
and simulator evaluations of the MFK are being 
planned. 
James B. Robertson, 3856 505-34-23 
Liquid-Crystal Display tJl$~d in 
Integ'rated Control Fanel 
The Crew Station Technology R&T base 
program has been engaged in the development 
of flat-panel display technology for application 
in cockpits of future aircraft or aerospace 
vehicles. One of these development efforts has 
produced a large-area (5 x 7 in.) liquid crystal 
display with good uniformity and contrast for 
application in a candidate cockpit device known 
as the Integrated Control Panel (lCP). 
The ICP is being developed, jointly by 
NASA and the Navy. It is designed to declutter 
vehicle cockpits by reducing the number of 
dedicated switches/controls and replacing them 
with a programmable-legend multifunction panel. 
The ICP contains a set, of mode switches, a 
scratch pad for receiving messages from the 
aircraft, and a set of multifunction switches 
with programmable legends for inputting data 
and commands to the vehicle. 
The liquid-crystal display (LCD) used in the 
ICP is the basis for the scratch-pad display and 
the display for programmable legends in a 5 x 
6 array. The LCD uses a dichroic-dye/liquid· 
crystal mixture as the display medium and a 
zinc oxide varistor layer to produce the electro-
optical threshold needed for X-V matrix 
addressing of the display. The LCD used in the 
ICP has a resolution of 36 lines/in. and a 4: 1 
contrast ratio, and is readable in bright sunlight. 
James B. Robertson, 3856 505·34-23 
Simulator Evaluation of New 
Vertieal VSI 
In response to an FAA request, tests have 
been conducted in Langley Research Center's 
General Aviation Simulator. Pilot scanning data 
were collected whil~ pilots performed an ILS 
(Instrument Landing System) flying task with 
both the conventional vertical-speed indicator 
(VSl) and the new vertical bar graph 
vertical-speed indicator (VVSl). Six subjects 
participated in these tests. To investigate the 
effects of workload, the pilots were given four 
levels of a mental loading task. The purpose of 
this task was to deliberately overload the pilot 
to produce differences in performance that 
would then be attributable to the display. 
Analysis of the results showed that during 
the approach phase of an ILS maneuver the 
entropy rate measure of pilot scanning was 
greater for the VVSI than for the conventional 
VSI. Entropy rate can be thought of as a 
measure of randomness or an indication of 
spare scanning time. The interpretation of the 
data is that the mental workload of the 
conventional VSI is greater than that of the 
VVSI by an amount approximately equal to 
performing the mental loading task every 20 
seconds. 
The dwell time histograms of the two 
vertical-speed indicators show that the ratio of 
short looks to long looks was greater when the 
pilots were using the VVSI than when they 
were using the conventional VSI. This indicates 
t ha t the pilots were able to extract the 
information more quickly with the VVSI than 
with the conventional VSI. Although this 
difference is small, it does mean that in 
instances of time criticality, the VVSI would be 
a better instrument to use. This agrees with the 
previous result, suggesting that there would be a 
lower mental workload with the VVSI. This 
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erfi ' ien 'i's ' m(.l3rabl with Ih c of 
, n en ti nal variabl '-p it ch plopeller. with l1t til' 
allcndant me ' hani ';)1 
arial I--pit 'h huh, cr 
'a ndidat.~ ' ir ' liial i Il -' Ilt pr I 
illlpl'm 'ntati n i .. h wn . and detail ' of 
II I I ami Ill' blunt -lxl 'cd 
within 
program 
'urrcnt I 
MI 
g 'Jl 'ra l-3 iuli n 
de 'ripti 11 31 d a u cr' glli /\\! 
being dc ' loped f r 'ubmi " n 
I' r fur l her Ii tribuli n, 
arc 
I ) 
a ne II. Br anI, 3 4 50 -4 1-6 
Sur "(rtt1 ( . 1 AldOll 
Circulalioll cO//lrol pr(lI}('lIel' .\'),S I (,II1, 
1 .. 11 ing Cd 
ThlC ne u 
IS O. Olll8c 
Parametric Tip Effect Determined 
for Conformable-Rotor 
Application 
R ' dLl 'ing pter ibr:ltor load 
i 111 pro ing perf' rma nee the g a I 
ere I a s t i a li on r r rna Ie R tor 
c ncej I. The current R d sign meth d logy 
blade t r i nal liffne and 
achic c il g031 , 
benefils fr 111 the 
, nc 'pI that the cff'CL of 
geollle tr :Jnd performance l' 
d~lermined , on eqllcn tl , \! ind tlll1l1 I Ie I f 
a m del r t r repn: ' IHil1 a In clem uti lit 
5 
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TIP CONFIGURATIONS 
ANHEDRAL 
I .91 R . 
A BCD E F G 
VIBRA TORY LOAD 
40 
ROOT 30 
FL APPING 20 
MOMENT 
in .. lb. 10 
ABC DE F G 
POWER 
TIP CONFIGURATION 
POWER REQUIRED 
.007 
COEFFICIENT .006 
,I SOLIDITY .OO5t.. •. -o 
A B C 0 E 
TIP CONFIGURATION 
J 
F G 
Par 0 111 er r ic ( i f1 e fIe (' f del (' r 11/ i /I e d r (),. 
COli orllloble-rotor lppli alio/l .. 
6 
inati n n 
p'rf rm an , and 
ntl lu ra ti n wa te ted at cal d 
f th utilit 
f intere t 
, r t r tip 
nllmb'r MT = O. 5 ,and r t r lift 
;Hall1 ter /a = 0.0 ). The ' hangc in lip 
'om try produ ed marke I ariati n in rot r 
p 'rf rmancc and ibrat r I a I . In rp rati n 
r weep, lap rand anhcd ral in r tor tip 
geome tr ignifil:an tl y reduce I ibm t ry I adi n 
and powe r req LI i red a compared to a 
, n cnti nal tip hal ' we'p and tap r withou t 
anhedral al improv> I load and p rfo rman . 
hi sy tematic d ' termination of ke param tri c 
e ffec t ' pro ide important data f r future 
n f rmable-r tor de lopment. 
\J . R. Man ta 505-42- 1 
F·16XL Piloted Simulation 
r se eral year ulIlgl y ha been in olved 
in a co penlti e program with eneral 0 nami 
r rud y t hl: hi gh-u ngle-of-attack fli gh t 
charac te ri tic of the F-16X L airplan de ign . 
hi resea rch i part f the Military tall / pin 
Re ear h Program at Langley. A hown in 
the fi gure, the -16XL in orporate an adva nc d 
c rank d arr w wing to pro id improved 
uper oni c perf rmance. Thi cu rrent stud y is 
providing an ca rly 10 k at 0111 r the 
hi gh- ang l -of-atta k t abi lity and ontro.l 
probl m inh rent in advanced figh ter de ign . A 
pi! ted imu lation of th F-16X wa r cently 
co mpl e ted LI illg th e La ngle Diff ' rential 
Maneuve ring imulator to in e tiga te the 
high-angle-of-a ttack fli ght haracteri ti and to 
define the au toma tic fli ght control law needed 
1'0 r II C han airplane de ign . The pi loted 
imulati on wa c nou ted in parallel with the 
ntra' t r ' efr rt to define the airplane flight 
con tr Item, ( nd the e imulati n re ult ' 
pr ided important d' ign informat ion that wa 
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1I'S tI arri ~ al Ih' final • nlr I 
b'in' lI"d in th ~ F-I) :urplalll'. 
alld . 1111.1 ' I r I ''; \ Iii t. parli ' ipal 'd ill Ihl' 
, inllliali n ' Iud . Til aiq lan' i n \I in I ~d 
in full -s~.tI· m'lll 11.'. 1 :1 1 hl\l :trtl, ir Fun: ' 
I a " 
KC!llI ll s )1' Ih' :· 16 L high-a ll'k-lf-a tla ' k 
:-i 111111 a lin e fr rIp n \I 1 'd a!ld f u I III a t I ' 
night c)Il I 01 1:1\ , tha I \ ill lw hi 'hi ' 'ff~ ' Iiv' 
in pr idin' III' ', I) ain Ian' and -illlilar 
I' ' ign , \I i I i. l'r1~I, IH)!liliw .111 ' 11;'-( f-all:ll'k 
. nlr I, Ih~ 1Il :l\illlUIll :lvailabk r ) lIin' 
I 'rform:"lc', alll! a hi'll k d I' I.' " Ian ' I.' I ) 
I )SS of ~on l rol and Spillllill ' . 
Mari l II F. • 5- - 13 
Fin I / .: f()X / elirl'/II/( ' /II ./lighl . 
Rotar Balan T t of High. 
P rforman Military Air raft 
onfiguration 
'urr'lll figllll'rs ' ,lIihil I Ilg sk'lHkr ru~dagl.' 
(')rel dil.' . tll :lI lIa ' bl.'I.'1l ' 11 0 n to Ir )n' l 
inflll 'n " high-angle-or-al la ck 3~r d nall1ic 
, tabilil . Rt: 1.'1.'11 I I cOlllrkll'd I' 'Is (f a , \.'ri~s f 
Jirr~l'ellt ford od d~ . ign on Ihl' F- I 
c nfi g ura li n sh"wl.'d Ihal s~ era l tksi'n. 
I rl ill' I Ir II' P 'iti l' s lalk ' tal ilil at high 
all'lI.'s f, tlack . illn~ pr' iOll:' I.' ' r'ricn 'I.' ha I 
sh)\ 11 that Ihe f reb d d "i 'II al) Ir ngl 
inlllll;'n 'e ' a'H d namil: daml ill!! a l hi·h angk 
r alta ' k. a " ril' )1' r lar balalH.:e t ~s t s \ ere 
'olllhll.: le I in Ihe 'Ingll.' I ill 'unnd I 
mea 'ure Ill ' pill aero I IWlllieS )11 SI.' I.'ra i of I hI.' 
I' reb d d ' ' igll , . 
K 'MI lt !l (f th · ... • r ltar 
thaI Ih' r reb d 
largesl 
.lIso 
I alan " 1 ':-1 _ h( \I I.' I 
pr vi Ie I Ih ' 
)n slutic ' tabilit 
of 
l'r' 
d I.' !I i g II 
Illat are 1Il."'ssar 
hi 'h-Ierf rmull" 
in Il'rl.'.,1. 
lllli Ille 
ill I hI.' 
Illilil ar 
l' )Ilfi 'urali n 
h I/Ille (' le.I/ .I' Ii) 
M i iI A ropropul ion 
Int grati n R ar h 
5 5- • - I , 
Il l' perillll.'lllal fl' - 'un.:h I f 'rullI ha ' bel.'l) 
conduc ted "r the la ' t 5 hi -h '''l'ra l 
research 
a d 'vc l r 
a I arf - iI.' I airbrea th in' mi ile ' nf'igurati ( n 
\ ilh s tabilil y, . nlr I. a nd lerr rm an'l.' 
'hara\.'t 'ri Ii ' r r 'xll'nde I rang' anti im\ ro eli 
end-game 111al11.'11 er . 
Thl' ::Ivai Wl';)I) n l'ntl'r ill hina Lake. 
• a I i r 0 r Il i :l i ~; i Il ed in a I <} 4 night 
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SI Gl 
INLET LONGITUDINAL 
POSITION 
WI G AND FOREBOOY 
POSITION 
TWIN INLETS 
INLET LONGITUDINAL 
POSITION 
RESUl TS USED TO DEVELOP NAVY'S 
ADVANCED COMMON INTERCEPT MISSilE (ACIM) 
m 
Jam 
acr d n3mi 
autopilot d> ign . 
ill n .I I 05-4 -2 
Active Flutter uppre sion of 
Wing With Ext rnal Stores 
11 
f 
he carriage of e t rna l wing-m unted tore 
by m dern fighter airplane can r ult in Ou ter 
peed that are well w' thin the operati nal 
en elope of the clean (no t re) airplane. To 
determine the effecti 11 f a tt e flutter 
su ppre i n y tem FSS to inerea flutter 
peed in the e in tances a flutter m del of the 
F-j airplane >quipp d with an wa te ted 
for e eral different ombination of e ternal 
store in the Langley Trail onie Dynamic 
unne!. he 1/4- ale full- pan model wa flown 
on a able u p n ion y tem that imulated 
free-flight condition. The SS operated by 
en ing wing and /or t re dynamic re pon e with 
an accelerometer and feeding back thi ignal 
through a omputer-implemente I e ntrol law to 
drive aerodynamic control urface (in tlti ca e, 
flaperon on ea h wing) in uch a way as to 
reduce the re pon e and thu uppre the 
impend ing flutter in tability . 
Te ting pro eeded in the fo llowil g manner. 
Th e flutter boundary wa fir t determined 
without the aid of a SS. The F S wa th n 
engaged and the model tested at condition well 
above th e unaugmented flutter boundary 
without e n oun tering flutter . Although n 
attempt wa made to determine the ma imum 
increa e in elo ity or dynamic pre ure (q) 
obtainable, in rea es in dynamic pr ure in 
e ce of 100 percen t were demon trated at 
O. 0 Ma c h. nother ignifi cant re ult wa 
obtained when th model wa flown above th 
flutt er boundary with the control urfa e on 
on wing di abled, imu lating a failed actuator. 
De l'e/o/Jll1ellt of 1M cOl1figura (ioll. AlthOl!gh the damping wa reduced for thi 
3 
ORIGIN l P 
OF POOR QUALITY 
' ;) , th ' ri ·inal c ntr I I w till effe ti • 
in pr' en tin Ilutt'r up I Ih ' hI ' nditi n 
te ted f r Ihe full err eti ' a ' tu t r 'a ' 
li'r, J r. , _ 11 
SYMMETRIC FLUTTER 
lQ ~ 
RUTT 
flUTTU If 
~ ~ 
4 • RUTT" 
~R F 
10 -
RUTTE!! 
If S OfF I 
r " 
6 9 10 
MA CH 
ANTIS YMMETRIC FLUTTER 
20 -
'" "im 
RUTTU 
(fiS .,.. 
10 
Fumo 
lFlI OFH o RUTTOI 
. .. RUTTEII 
-J 
• 9 10 1 , 
MACH 
Fl o 1711f1cr sli/I/Jressio ll '.\'.\1('11/\ ('J (1IIIafec/ ill 
TDT. 
Mini tur lid-Pr p 11 nt 
Ro k tMot r 
purl' ' . '. miniatur ~ 
in high-Iem, ralur material 
te c hn I g nd all- t 
a hie minimum total weight. a e 
i Ii ergla p IlIbin', the tube end cI ure 
.. ith 111 Ullting tab re inje ti nom Ided ilica 
phen Ii " the n zzl' i 111 Id ed-in-pla ' gra , hit ', 
and the igniter i a ubl11iniatur' Ie Iri 'all 
initiated quib. he 111 t r produ a on tanl 
thru t leve l f up to z f r 4 econd and i 
1/_ in . in diameter, up t in . I ng and 
weigh up to I . g. 0" r thru ti el and 
horter burn t ime ar' achie ed through 
. lJb tituting Iher, r pe llant r mailer diameter 
and horter I ngth . ilh rre ponding 
reduc ti n in erall m t r len ·th and t tal 
ight. 
1. H. lIC, 4621 505-4 -33 
Jlillia f lire so /ici-pro/l ellall f to kef mowr . . 
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Tr n 
life 
, nd 1I ted 
which ar ' t 
air l: raft, in an 
reliabilit and r duc 
Rigid exp/osil'e transfer lill e. 
HINGE SE EqENCE 121 
fRi ·d 
m rgen 
liv 
of man-rat'd 
tran fer line 
mall I ad (2.5 
cr table e pi i e 
'k inpllt t the 
Army I-lfl- / allOI) , l'e11lol'a/ sySTe11l. 
40 
e aluati n on an annual 
ha e tended the ervic 
fr m 3 to 10 year, and me 
enter ha e t 'n led the ervi e on the tran fer 
line ' for the Rotor y t 
fr m 5 to 10 ea r . h 
in reliabilit in rea e b 
the air raft and the e 
improper in tallation . n are 
pr jected to re lilt in a a ing. imatel 
10 milli n over th e n t 3 ea r . 
Laurence J. Bemen t, 4 21 505-42-39 
Multibody Aerodynamic 
Interference at Super onic Speeds 
urrent . tudi e of twin-fll elage uper ani, 
aircraft, u h a that hown in thi illu tration 
from the Feb ruary 19 _ i ue of A tronallti c 
and A ronalltic, indi ate that fav rable 
aerodynamic interf rence effect offer a mean 
of ignifi antI redll ing 'wi e drag for 
uper onic tran port with larg pa eng r 
capacity. Anal e of rlli e flow ondition 
h w that fa orabl interferen e effe t betw en 
two bodie can decrea e wave drag from that of 
a ingle body of equa l volume. While tudi of 
full in kgrated onfigu ration are proceeding, 
detailed e aluation of e i ting ana lyti cal tool 
are lead ing t impro emen ts in the overall 
de ign m thodology. 
ORIG AL A. 
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o 
amu I M. D 11 high. 4576 
Twill-jilse/age IIfJers()lIic aircrajt. 
ha 
M 
n 
_.7. 
c rn ,) I t e 
505-4 -53 
High-Pressure-Ratio Nozzle 
Static Te t Apparatus 
Re ea rc he r a t Lang ley a re curren tly 
c ndu ting tudie of adva n ed on ept fo r 
h per nic ai rc raft. The e concept could req uire 
a mb inati on of two- and thr e-d irnen ional 
n zzle. The e nozzle would operate at a 
pre ure ratio approa hi ng 300 du ring crui 
c nd ition , whi h i ignifi anti higher tha n ca n 
be achieved in tati te t fa ilitie wi th the now 
e hall ting to the atmo pher . In orde r to 
o tain e pe rime ntal da ta needed to e tab li h 
nllm ri 'al rn th d , t it 
ure e et. 
re n zzle 'an 
b 'll In 
ra ti 
i ied 
nd t 
an 
a tm phere, 0 erlapping th I w-pre lIr -rati 
capa ili t of e i ting tut ic te t faci lit ie . 
hi tem i n w pera t i Ila l and 
ca libra ti n run have be'n made to de termine 
i t perating cha ra te ri t ic . ozzle pre ure 
ra t i of fr m ab ut 9 t 400 have be n 
ob tai ned wi th a n zzle to tal pre ure f 100 
Ib/ in.2. Experim ntal pr gram utilizing thi te t 
tem "ill in lude both interna l tatic pre ure 
and i -comp nen t f r c ba lan e mea uremen t . 
J . \ ayne Keye , 3294 05-43- 3 
Long-Endurance Solar-Powered 
Airplane 
pp li ca ti on of rece ntl y d eve lo pe d 
la r-e n e rgy ba la n e. ae rody na mi c, and 
a irpl a n e- iz in g a lg rithm h a pro d u ce d 
preliminar de ign oncept fo r remo tely pilo ted . 
o la r-p o we re d a irpl a ne for lo ng-end ur nce 
high-altitude night. Thi la of air raft i 
pro po ed a an alterna tive to orbiti ng atellite 
or manned air raft for regional applica tion in 
communi ation , mapping reconai sa nce, and 
ph e n o m e n o logica l m o nit o ring. They offer 
f req u nt or co ntinu o u monitoring from 
alt itude up to 100,000 f et with endurance 
limi t d o nl y b y tem. reliab ility. By contra t , 
en lu rance of manned aircraft limited by 
41 
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human 
I' 
tcllil ' u fer itll r I 
rbit r int 'rmi tt 'n l 
. . Depa rtment f 
ha con tra c ted with 
and pace I' r a 
preliminar I' a lar-p wered unmanned 
airplane t in the icinit I' the an 
J aquin alley in aliI' rnia . he pr p 'd 
I-y t:a r mi ion requi re hour i da time 
monit ring I' cr p conditi n enable 
It ar-rea l-ti me cr p management. 
Jame W. Y ungblo d, 6 
M a ur m ntofSpanwi e 
Gradi nt of Atmo pheric 
Turbulence 
505-43-93 
in trumen tati n tem de eloped at 
Lan gley for a curate ly mea uring 
atmo pheric turbulence to wavelength of at 
lea t 30,000 ft. ha been adapted to pr vide 
the capabi lit y to mea ure the panwi e gradient 
of atmopheric turbulene. The photograph 
h w the in lall ation n the ampling airplane, 
a B-57 B anberra. In acJdi ti on to aut bo m 
on the fu elage, rigid boom have been mounted 
o ft apart at the wing tip . Bal a flow vane 
en r mounted nea r the end of the b om 
provide time hi torie of flow angle flu ctuation , 
whi h are a direct mea ure I' the atmo pheric 
turbulence or gu t ve l it. uartz pre ure 
en or are Ll ed to e n e the air peed 
fluctuation or longitudinal gu t velocit. 
Aircraft motion are ' en ed b an inertial 
platr rm and rate gyro, and the c data are 
pplied a c rrecti n to the ba i flow 
mea Llre:nent . panwi e turbulence gradient 
mea urement were ob tained from II night 
42 
thund '.' t rm in th ' 
part the J int 
Pr ram. 
Gill boom ' 11101111/£'£1 011 8-578. 
Free-Body Air eu hion T t 
r'a in 
ath r 
5 - 4-
he A cu hion landing y t m te t 
v hi c l e ) equ ipp ed with a 
four- ompartmen t e peri mental L , ha been 
u ed for preliminary gr und tability tudi' and 
e ploration of ari u teering and braking 
concep t for ho ercraft and other aircraft. h 
' tability tudie led t th in tallation of imple 
but ery effecti e pre ure r lief d or, one in 
the cu hi n or ca ity area and mall r one in 
t he forward and ide trunk , which ha e 
re ulted in completely table operation in:111 
regime te ted thu far . The mo t effective 
teering concept ha pro en to be a lightl y 
loaded free- r lIing non teerable wheel and t ire 
a embl in tailed in the cu hjon a ity area. 
nle air rudd er on the L TV can then be 
u ed to change both vehicle headin J and 
direc tion of motion with great preci Ion n a 
variety of operational urface . Thi concept I 
a I. 0 effecti e in cOLi ntering the effect I' 
cro wind or runw~ lope. 
The free-body te t vehi Ie ha I 0 been 
u ed in orroborati e tudie of an ana lytica l 
computer mod I de elop d under ontract by 
o ter-Miller A ociate, Inc., for a maller, 
more generalized A LS mod 1. on iderable 
modification to th e original model wa 
ORI 
OF 
r m nt h n 
tw n n I ti nd 
R. II. au h rt 7 505 
ir £'11 Ilion lalldillg ' /e//1 / ./ I'chicl . 
Navajo A tiv -Main-G ar 
Exp rim ntal R ult 
n e perime'ltal empl 
dified main landing a Pi p r 
h een t the 
anding namic -a i1it . Re ult 
tained 
pa i e 
figure . 
cen ter 
h wn 
t u hd 
from a landing t> t 
r ion of the gear ar 
h normal f rc appli 
f gra it f the te t 
pi t ted a 
t pump, 
amplitude 
nd ground 
ink rate wa 
impa t the a ti 
effe ti e th n the 
de elera ting f r e 
r b und rhe 
f r eb 
t p um 
in 
p rent 
p rent for the 
th te t apparatu \i a 
facti e and 
the 
the 
are 
urfa e during rebound a the tep 
bump, the acti e g ar re ulted in in rea e in 
J hn 05- 5-2 
- .. .. 
. - . " " ..... ' 
s,., 
"' .. 
-, 
Etp rim II/al rewl/\ jo,. ,\al'ajo a( /iI ' maill 
gear. 
RIM Provid 
in Engin rin 
T hnology 
Major Advancem nt 
Data Manag m nt 
ea r ha e witne ed a irtua l 
data a ciated with th de ign nd 
pment f mple engineering pr ject , 
limited fa ilitie e i t to mana e uch 
maj r ad an emen t in needed capabilit 
t manage engin ring data ha een d v lop d 
thr ugh a j int / indu tr proj ct den ted 
Integrated Program f r er pa e V hi Ie 
ign IP ). TId apabilit i a ReI ti nal 
Information Manag ment R IM 
. tem a d n relational a l g~bra 
a ic idea of RIM i that it tore 
d. ta and relati n hip am ng taule. hr ugh 
thi appro h it pr vide a high degree f 
ne i i1it in defining and t ring dtit:!, ea 
\1 e, and handle a wide ariet r data 
43 
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minimize 
an rd r 
.-
Daniel . Murri , _I 4 3-0 .. -
'-~ 9 model ill ree-flight /e t .. 
Laminar-Flow-Control Technology 
Under a grant with Virginia Polytechnic 
{llstitute and State University, low-speed tunnel 
tests were made of boundary layer suction 
through an electron-beam-pcrforated titanium 
surface. Measured parameters include disturbance 
levels, transition Reynolds numbers, and 
inflow/outflow tolerance as a function of 
suction hole Reynolds numbers. Results indicate 
that existing design criteria are conservative. It 
was shown that suction concentrated in the 
weakly amplified disturbance region near the 
leading edge was more effective in stabilizing 
boundary layer velocity fluctuations in 
two-dimensional flow. This techniq ue differs 
from the original approach of applying suction 
farther downstream in the maximum disturbance 
growth region. Theoretical stability calculations 
using linearized "triple-deck" theory predict this 
result and the experiment data. 
Under a contract with the Douglas Aircraft 
Company, fabrication techniques were developed 
for routinely building laminar flow control 
(LFC) suction panels (with perforated titanium 
skins) that could be gloved onto typical aircraft 
Wing structure. Resulting chordwise waviness on 
the panel surface is typically less than 0.001 in. 
from peak to peak. This waviness achievement 
is well within established LFC criteria and is a 
major accomplishment towards helping to 
establish the feasibility of LFC for commercial 
transports. 
Other progress in LFC development includes 
the initialization of exploratory testing with the 
slotted swept-airfoil model in the Langley 
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel. 
Richard D. Wagner, 2045 534-01-13 
Cloud/Ice Crystal Effects on 
Laminar-Flow-Control Aircraft 
Cloud detection observations previously 
obtained in the Global Atmospheric Sampling 
Program (GASP) have been analyzed to estimate 
the effect of atmospheric ambient ice crystals 
on the aerodynamic performance of aircraft 
utilizing laminar flow control (LFC) to reduce 
drag. Theory and limited operational experience 
to date predict that the drag improvements with 
LFC will be degraded by an amount that can 
be correlated with the size and n\lmber density 
of the particles encountered in fli&'lt. Analysis 
of the GASP data collected at the operational 
altitudes for commercial aircraft (7.6 to 13.7 
km) has provided the first published estimates 
of probabilities for cloud and particle 
concentration encounter on a worldwide scale, 
along with their variability with season, latitude, 
altitude, and vertical distance from the 
tropopause. An example of the type of result 
obtained is given by the figure, which shows 
the probability (ordinate) of encountering clouds 
more t han a given portion of the time 
(abscissa) for three altitude bands on a 
world wide basis. The example (vertical dashed 
line) shows that the probability of being in 
clouds more than 20 percent of the time in the 
8.7- to 10.2-km-altitude band (28.5 to 33.5 kft) 
is approximately 12 percent, in the 10.2- to 
Il.7-km (33.5 to 38.5 kft) band it is 
approximately 9 percent, and in the 11.7- to 
13.3-km (38.5 to 43.5 kft) band it is 
approximately 5 percent. 
Analyses of the data indicate that poleward 
of 25° latitude, flight in the uppermost aititude 
range, i.e., 11.7 to 13.7 km (38.5 to 45 kft), 
is definitely superior for cloud avoidance, 
whereas a t lower latitudes, flight in the 10- to 
11.7-km (33 to 38.5 kft) range appears best. 
An algorithm for estimating the probability of 
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LFC loss within clouds and "clear air" was 
developed by combining the GASP data with 
K~10llenberg probe particle spectrometer data 
obtained in USAF cloud research programs. The 
results indicate that in "clear air" LFC should 
be degraded about 1 percent of the time 
overall; however, LFC effectiveness is always 
degraded in clouds and cirrus haze by at least 
26 percent, with greater than SO-percent 
degradation occurring about I percent of the 
time. The analysis effort is being conducted by 
Langley and Lewis researchers, with support by 
Co n tro1 Data Corporation, as part of the 
Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program. 
Richard E. Davis, 3761 534-0 1-13 
EnergY·Efficient Transport 
A number of research activities directed 
toward improving aircraft energy efficiency have 
been pursued under contract to LaRC tlus year. 
Flight evaluation of winglets applied to a 
McDonnell Douglas DC-la-I a has been 
completed by the McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation. At high··speed cruise conditions, the 
best winglet configuration tested produced about 
a 3-percent reduction in fuel burned. At 
low-speed high-lift conditions, a drag reduction 
of about 5 percent was obtained. However, a 
leading-edge device on. the winglet was required 
to achieve this gain. Additional wind tunnel 
tests will be conducted in order to define a 
suitable winglet with a simple, deployable 
leading-edge device. 
Lockheed-California Company has conducted 
a study to determine the benefits and associated 
d evelo pmen t cos ts ina p plying advanced 
technologies in the design of a new wing for a 
new derivative wide-body trijet that would be 
entering service around 1990. The advanced 
technologies that were considered included: (I) 
lugh-aspect-ratio supercritical wing technology. 
(2) advanced high-lift systems, (3) pitch 
active-control systems, (4) all-electric systems, 
(5) advancecl engines, (6) airframe/propulsion 
integration, (7) graplute/epoxy composites, (8) 
advanced aluminum alloys, (9) titanium alloys, 
and (10) silicon-carbide/aluminum composites. 
By combining the benefits of these technologies, 
a reduction in block fuel of about 40 percent 
was identified as compared to a 
current-technology transport. The major 
46 
technology contributors to the 40'percent 
reduction in fuel burned were the 
high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing, the pitch 
active-control system, advanced engines, and 
graphite/epoxy structure. 
Flight tests of a pitch active stability 
augmentation system on the Lockheed L-lQll 
have been completed. The tests demonstrated 
that good handling qualities could be achieved 
for a near neutrally stable configuration. 
Prod uction applications of this technology 
would provide a 2- to 3-percent reduction in 
fuel use. 
A hybrid laminar-flow-control (HLFC) 
concept has been analyzed by the Boeing 
Commercial Airplane Company to establi~h its 
range of applicability and potential 
benefits/penalties. An HLFC wing was designed 
with suction ahead of the front spar only and 
natural laminar flow over the wing box. It was 
determined that laminHr flow could be 
maintained over 60 percent of the chord of a 
250 swept-back wing at a Reynolds number of 
35 x 106. The reduced drag would result in 
about 8 percent less block fuel for a Boeing 
757 class airplane on a 4000-km mission. 
Ray V. Hood, 2396 534-02-13 
Trim Drag for Supercritical Wings 
In order to balance the Hft generated by its 
wing and maintain sufficient longitudinal 
stability, a transport airplane usually requires a 
horizontal tail. The addition of the horizontal 
tail results in an increase in the total airplane 
drag, called trim drag. Recently an experimental 
investigation was undertaken to determine if 
aerodynamically advanced supercritical wings 
incur higher trim drag values at cruise 
conditions than do current wide-body aircraft 
wings. Significantly lugher trim drag would 
lessen the performance benefits to be gained 
from the supercritical wings. The investigation 
was conducted in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic 
Pressure Tunnel and was designed to measure 
relative trim' d rag increments between a 
high-as pectora tio s upercritical wing and a 
wide-body aircraft wing. Five different 
horizontal tail configurations were tested with 
each wing. The three low-tail configurations and 
two T-tail configurations were designed to 
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ML Curv d·Path Autoland Control 
Law 
h new Mi rowave Landing tern ML) 
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Ri chart.! M. Ilu ch n, 534- 4-1 
ML rvi T t and Evaluation 
Program 
Langley imulat r VM 
Ad an ran port p ratin y t m 
Bo in 737 re arch irplan ha e 
dified to pr vide th ca pability f 
urved-p th appr a he u ing n nli n I 
dire tor 0 kpit in trument and ntr I . 
dna a part f the AA' 
aluati n Pr gram ( EP f r the 
new Mi r W1ve Landing y tem ML . M difi "d 
nigh t dire t r alg rithm pro id ommand f r 
c mpl t e thr -d imen iona l area na iuati n 
including de ending turn of up to 180°. In 
addition to the tandard night dire tor 0 kpit 
di play , there are annunciat r or the new 
mode and a di ital di pIa on whi h the pilot 
ca n e l t either di tan e along path to 
tou hd wn , height abo e t u hd wn , r ground 
peed a ompllted from ML d'lta . 
A A and AA te t pil t , participa ted in 
e aluation and modifi ati n oi the y t m both 
in the VM and in fli gh t. In add iti n, the e 
pilot new num rou imulat r api TO che to 
a id in e lec ti on of andidat urved-pa th 
approa he for the data colle ti n pha f th 
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program, which will be flown at Wallops Flight 
Ce n ter. The suitability of the final path 
selections was subsequently verified by 737 
flight tests. The VMS was also hsed to train 
several airline pilots in procedures foi.' flying 
curved approaches. These pilots will aid in 
compiling a statistical data base that will be 
used by the FAA for setting obstacle clearance 
criteria and designing MLS approaches and 
missed approaches at different airports. At the 
conclusion of the program these pilots will have 
flown at least 42 approaches, six each on seven 
variations of the four basic types shown in the 
figure. 
William F. White, 2541 
MLS complex approach test profiles. 
534-04-13 
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Coordinated Elevator and Thrust 
Control 
Autopilot design has classically evolved by 
adding new control laws for each new function, 
which results in performance compromises ap.d a 
high level of complexity. In the longitudinal 
axis the lack of elevator and throttle control 
coordination results in undesirable activity of 
these controls and in flight path/speed counling 
errors. Other problems include inadequate 
stability in some portions of the flight envelope, 
cOlllmand capture overshoot, and control 
transients when switching autopilot modes. The 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, under 
contract with Langley Research Center, has 
designed and verified, in piloted simulation, an 
integrated elevator/thrust control system called 
Total Energy Control' System (TECS). The 
system provides coordinated control for all 
longitudinal modes of the autopilot/autothrottle 
and the flight management system using a 
common generalized flight path and speed 
control algorithm. The system design philosophy 
uses thrust to control the total energy of the 
aircraft and elevators to control the distribution 
of that energy between flight path and speed 
objectives. TECS provides full-time thrust and 
elevator coordination to eliminate speed 
deviations caused by flight path maneuvering 
and flight path deviations caused by speed 
changes. This coordination also eliminates 
ca pture overshoots and mode-switching 
transients. Further, the integrated approach 
simplifies both the hardware and software 
requirements over a conventional flight control 
system. TEeS is expected to result in large 
savings for future airplanes in the areas of 
engineering development, flight tests and 
certification, hard ware and software acquisition 
costs, improved performance, and reduced 
maintenance requirements. 
Richard M. Hueschen, 3635 534-04-13 
Wind Turbulence Models for Piloted 
Simulation 
Application of ground-based simulation of 
piloted aircraft flight has increased dramatically 
in recent years because of the availability of 
more sophisticated simulation capabilities, 
widening requirements for handling and Tide 
quality research, and the increased costs 
associated with flight testing. One important 
aspect of ground-based flight simulation is the 
in trod uction 0 f disturbances representing 
atmospheric turbulence, which has been shown 
to significantly affect the results of handling 
and ride quality studies, pilot work load 
investigations, and achieved pilot performance 
results. The Douglas Aircraft Company, under 
contract to Langley's Advanced Transport 
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nt uidan e for 
hI: Federal iati n dmll1istrati 11 ha. 
d' cl ped an aut mated time-l a cd mel rin 
f rm f air traffi c ~ I1lrol. ~a ll ed ~a l - I w 
Managemellt / I'r file I e '(' nl. \ hich is Ie ign-d 
t irnpr c (he eftkien~ f termina l area 
em ute , eration . he ~ nce, I ba ed UI n 
kli ering emoll te tratTic t a metcring fi 
(t pi ~a ll 0 t 40 n. mi . f'r m Ihe airport) at 
a ,c~ified altilude. air I ee<.l. and tim ' u~h thaI 
the aircraft are pr perl eqlten~ed and pa ed 
r r api r a'h and landing. lighl te I ha e 
dem n Irat d that thi ta k 'an be ac mpli hed 
in an airplane wilh an integrated night 
management tem, H we er. in a irplane n t 
equ ipp d. the pil t mu t rei n ari u 
"rul f thumb" plan the de cn t. In an 
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an in-line pneumatic-noise filter, and a 
pre ss U I' e-sensing altitude-ra te transd ucer tha t 
provides an electrical signal proportional to the 
time rate of change in pressure. The pressure 
measurement is a function of both static 
pressure and dynamic pressure and has been 
shown to be a measure of total energy 
(potential plus kinetic). 
Initial aircraft tests were made on a de 
Havilland D HC-6 Twin Otter. For the 
boom-mounted configuration excellent time 
histo ry comparisons were obtained between 
calculated and measured values of specific total 
energy rate. 
The Twin Otter flights demonstrated the 
sensor measuring capability with the probe 
located in the free airstream. Recently a flight 
evaluation was made with the probes located on 
the fuselage of a Boeing 737. For this 
evaluation two probes were mounted on 
opposite sides of the airplane and the outputs 
were combined to make one measurement. 
Comparisons between sensor-measured specific 
total energy rate and calculated values under 
conditions of several aircraft maneuvers showed 
sufficiently good results to warrant application 
studies. These tests confirmed that the sensor 
responds to energy changes due to wind shear, 
and thus has application in automatic control 
systems designed to alleviate adverse effects of 
wind shear. A time history comparison between 
measured and calculated data for a landing 
(plotted as a specific total energy rate H) is 
shown in the figure. 
Aaron J. Ostro ff, 3209 534-04-13 
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Time history of specific total energy rate. 
Pilot Modeling Promises Savings in 
R&D Dollars 
For the past few decades LaRC and similar 
research institutions in the U.S. have engaged in 
research to acquire an understanding of the 
principles and strategies by which a pilot 
controls an airplane and to apply this 
knowledge to improving design of displays and 
control systems. Recent efforts at LaRC have 
turned to integrating knowledge already acquired 
into a computerized model of piloting behavior. 
The goal of the development is to construct a 
research tool that will generate predictive data 
descdbing pilot performance and behavior in 
new or untested systen1s in such a manner that 
they would be virtually indistinguishable from 
data a btained in hardware-type simulator and 
flight research. Unlike much of the pilot 
modeling work to date, this work requires that 
the mod el be able to mUnlC the actual 
behavioral and thought processes of a pilot. The 
model includes representations of the pilot's 
eyes, hands, and feet and aspects of his thought 
processes. As a minimum, the model will store 
previous research results and eliminate much of 
the need for running standard conditions in 
piloted simulator and flight testing, thus 
reducing the cost of obtaining valid research 
results. 
The model is currently being applied to 
NASA's Advanced Transport Operating Systems 
(Boeing 737) approach and landing operations 
and has mimicked pilot scanning behavior in 
acquiring information from the instrument panel, 
pilot evaluation and use of that information to make 
decisions relatr-d to control of the airplane, and 
the res<llting control activities. Analysis of 
model results and comparisons to simulator data 
indicate that it does provide a realistic 
representation of pilot behavior and has the 
ability to provide useful measures of pilot 
workload and changes in piloting behavior due 
to system changes. 
Marvin C. Waller, 3917 534-04-13 
Structure-Borne Noise in Advanced 
Turboprop Aircraft 
Passenger acceptance of new aircraft, 
especially the planned advanced high-speed 
turboprop, is highly dependent on the capability 
to predict and control interior noise levels. To 
date, the airborne component of this noise has 
been most extensively studied. There are 
indications, however, that structure-borne noise 
could also be of importance. An extensive 
interior noise measurement program has been 
conducted on a de Haviland DHC-6 Twin Otter 
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int ' ri r 
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frequenci> , and hould be c n ideced in the 
cle ign future prOI e ller aircraft. 
William H. Maye , 35 I 535·03· 13 
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ApplicationofaTipFin ontroll r 
for Improv d Yaw ontrol 
ne of the Illaj r d el pment pr blem in 
ntrollin6 the pa e huttle rbite r wa t 
pr i Ie aw c ntr I during entr while the 
rbit ' r i tr a n iti nin g fr m a 
hi 'h-angle-of-atta ' k I w-d namic-pre ure regime 
I a low-angl -of-atta k high-dynami -pre ure 
r >gim' Mach 15 to 1.5. in e f 
thi time th rudder i ineffecti e aer d nami 
yaw ontr I i provid d by the ai ler n with 
additi nal yaw ' ntr I pro id d b the yaw 
rea ' tion control , y tern (R ) . hi meth d f 
ontrol cau e c n ern be au e : (I ) the ailer n 
yaw chara ' t ri ti c are ver dependent up n 
elevat r p iti n ; (2) there are un 'er taintie in 
trap latin g th ail e r n chara c t e ri t ic 
d e termined in wind tllnn I te t t night 
ndition ; and (3) the R mu t be de igned 
pe rate und e r high-dynami c-pr e ure 
ondi ti n . In re pon e t the e concern , a 
onfigurati n modificati n ha been de el ped at 
ngle that would add mall wing tip fin 
contr lIer and remo the ertica l tail. Wind 
tunnel data on thi nfiguration fr m Ma h 
0.3 t 4.63 h w that the tip fin ontroller i 
aery e ffe tive yaw ontrol de i e with 
e en tially n r 11 intera tion in th uper ni 
f li gh t r e gime . I n addition, a 
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line falls on the most leeward ray of the 
biconics. Secondary separation and attachment 
lines occur, as observed form oil now patterns, 
implying that the primary vortex sheet splits 
with part of it rolling up into one or more 
sccolHlary vortices. Fort'e and moment lests 
imply that these vortices are symmetrical for 
angles of attack lip to 200 , but that they 
become asymmetric at higher angles of attack, 
thereby resulting in side forces. The compl~x, 
viscolls-dominated leeward flow region ha:; been 
successfully modell!d using a steady 
t h rce-dimensional viscous-now-field code tilat 
solves the parabolized Navier-Stokes e~lIations 
for angles of atta~k up to 200 . 
Charles G. Miller, 3031 506-5. ·23 
Shuttle Flight Heating Analysis With 
Surface Catalytic Efficiency 
The technology bas~ for future aerospace 
vehicle design can be augmented by analyzing 
tile Shuttle Ilight data with the existing ground 
test data base and computational techniques. 
One area of interest is the reduction of 
nonequilibrium hcati!lg over the Shuttle's lower 
surface by using a glassy tile coating called 
RCG (reaction-curr.d glass). The RCG coating 
and similar types of materials have exhibited 
reasonably low but ccattered vailies of catalytic 
recombination rates for atomic oxygen and 
nitrogen from gl'ound-\;ased experiments at the 
Shuttle operational wall temperatures. Carefully 
chosen catalytic recombination rates ar~ used in 
the computational analysis of the Ilight heating 
data. A nonequ!librium two-dimensional 
viscous-~hock-Iayer code, which contains five air 
species and six reactions, has been modified (0 
include finite catalytic recombination rates in 
the boundary condition. The convective laminar 
heating on the Shuttle windward centerline is 
calculated using the "equivalent axisymmetric 
body" concept for several STS-2 Ilight 
conditions ranging from 92 to 48 km in 
altitUde (or from 200 to 1215 sec in entry 
time). 
The results indicate an overall agreement 
with the flight heating data along the Shuttle 
lengt h when appropriately chosen catalytic 
recombination rates for oxygen (kw,O = 100 to 
200 cm/sec) arc used. Comparison at a body 
location of x/L = 0.025 (neer the nose) is 
54 
shown for the altitude range considered. Also 
shown is tile calculated result assuming the 
equilibrium condition. The difference between 
the equilibrium and nonequilibrium result 
demonstrates the significant heating reJuction 
realized. 
Judy L. Shinn, 3786 
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Shuttle Reaction Control System 
Evaluation 
An evaluation of the Space Transportation 
System (STS) Reaction Control System (ReS) 
effectiveness was made using flight measurement 
data from STS I, 2, and 3. The evaluation 
made lise of statistical estimation methods to 
determine the STS vehicle response to a known 
RCS input. The effectiveness is the ratio of the 
response to the input. 
The Shuttle RCS system consists of yaw jets 
for lateral control and pitch jets for longitudinal 
control. The yaw jets were analyzed oyer the 
speed range from Mach 2 to Mach 26. They 
were found to be upproximately 100 percent 
el'fective in terms of side force produced and 
from 85 to 90 percent effective in terms of the 
yawing momenl prodUced. However, the rolling 
moment effectiveness varied significantly over 
the speed range and differed significantly from 
preflight aerodynamic data book predictions. An 
alternative and independent method involving 
the integration of upper-wing-sllrface pressure 
measurements (illustrated in the figure) was 
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devi d v rify the e diff ren e. Preliminary 
re ult in icat that thi m thod i inde d a 
iabl way f ' mpllting rIling m m nt 
effecti ene 
The R were ana l zed only in 
the vicinit hi wa due t til ' 
limited number firing avai lab le fo r 
ana ly i . Pitch jet firing are re trict d to the 
high-altitude regi n and are turned off at b ch 
.. 6, th region in whi h u ab l Oight data 
become availab le. h pitch j t ffe ti ven at 
Ma ch wa igni icantly different from 
prellight predi ti n . It wa fu nd that up-fi ring 
j e t wer 15 per ent m n ! efre ti than 
down-firing jet . 
Haro ld R. ompt n, 4 506-51-33 
hematic of R S-illdli ceL/ pr sSLIre gradients all 
leeward surface 0/ Shllllie willg. 
Effe t of Microcracks on the Thermal 
Expansion of Graphite/Epoxy 
Mi crocrack in re in /matri ompo it are 
mall fra cture in tit matri material that 
e tend parallel to the fiber direction . They 
cur when the internal tre e e c ed the 
tran ver trength of an individual lamina. The 
two p rim a r y c u 0 f rn i r 0 ra k are 
m hani a l load in g a nd th e rmal cy ling. 
Perman nt ' hange in the thermal e pan ion 
and /or permanent re idual trains ca n re ult 
from thi type of damag. The e chang in 
material behavior may be riti cal for tru ture 
req uiring a high degree of dimen ional ta bility. 
n e perimental and analytica l inve tiga tion 
b ing conducted to quan titatively correlate 
th the c erfi i nt f th rmal 
pan i n with mi ro ra k den it . A a 
fir t effort p cimen from two qua i-i tr pi 
graphi t e/ep lamina t nfigurati n w r 
m chan ica ll loaded to prodLi 'e ar in' am lint 
f mi ro ra king in pli p rp ndi ular to th 
I ad di rect i n. Th amoun t f mi ro racking 
wa characterized computing an a rag 
crack d n it in th dama ed pli e . The average 
.:; a ve the temper tllr' range 25 Lo 1500 
wa th n mea ured u ing a moire inrerferometr 
t chnique. finite-e lement ana l si wa al 
de el p d to predi t the effe t f micr cra k 
n the T . Re ult h wed that microcra k 
r du c the and the amount of redu ti n 
i a funeti 11 of both the micr cra k d n it y 
and th e lam in a t e tack ing equ n e. he 
a na lyti a l predi ti on w re er ifi ed b 
e perim ntal data . 
Da id . BowIe, 2143 506-53-23 
Larg-e-Area Repair of Graphite/ 
Polyimide Composites 
The capability to repa ir large area f 
gra phit e / polyimide ( r/ PI ) trLlctLi re wa 
recen tly d velop d at Lan ley. Pr viou Iy, repa ir 
of r/PI tructure u ing adh sive bonding 
proce e had been Ii l11ited to rna 11 a rea due 
to entrapme nt of ga in the bondline. A 
techniqu wa developed I'm replacing damaged 
plie of r/ PI with r/PI prepreg and curing in 
pIa e u ing tanda rd cll re pal'amet r . D 
nonde tructive eva luation) - ca n photograph 
a nd photomicrograph of the bondl ine are 
hown for a l(} by 10-in. r/PI panel 
fabricated with th cure-in-place te hnique an 
adhe ively bonded panel, and a 20-ply contro l 
panel. Ten pli of pr preg were cured onto a 
10-ply precured pane l t fa bri. ate the 
cure-in-place panel. Two 10-ply precllr d panel 
were bonded toge ther u ing a PI adhe iv~ to 
fabricate the ad hesively bonded panel. Twenty 
plie of prepreg were laid up and ured to 
fabri ca t the control panel. he - can hown 
were btain d u ing the ame transducer and 
n itivity etting on the ultra onic equ ipment. 
Dark area indicat poro ity or debond . The 
dar k a rea indicated at the thermocouple 
10 ation ar expected and ar due to surface 
irregularitie that re ult from the thermocouple 
b ing plae d at the edge of the panel. However 
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Large-area repair of graphil /po/yimide. 
Advan dIn ulation/Structural 
Concept for Shuttle Orbiter 
Th e high-energy n i e field out id the 
Langle - oot High- emperatu re tru ·ture 
unnel i imilar in frequ n on tent ancl 
in ten it to that urrounding the pa e huttl 
during a ent, and it ha th ref re been u efu l 
in a ou ti c t ting of an 
in ulation / tru tural c 11 ept f r the 
a produ t of the mp ite 
pa e Tran portati n y tem 
Pr ogram, whi h ha h wn that 
ignifican t reduction in ma can be rea lized by 
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u in g high-temperature graphite /p Iyimid 
ompo ite tru tur that i bonded dire tly to 
the cerami reu abl> urfa e in ulation (RS I 
with ut a train i olation pad . The 20- 4Q-in. 
te t pan I, whi h i repr entati e of a tion 
f the huttle body nap , ha been 00 itioned 
ne r the exit f the wind tunnel, wh re it i 
e po ed to an overall ound pre ur level of 
appro imat ly .154 dB ea h tim the tunnel i 
perated. 
To da t the panel ha been e po ed to 3 
minute of tunnel n i e at an ov rail ound 
of appro imately 154 
the total aerod nami 
pre ure I el ( A PL 
dB (whi h imulate 
acou ti load for 100 huttle mi ion and an 
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lTD M thod urpa e FFT for 
Fr -R pon e Data Analy i 
or e pe ri me ntal m dal identifi 
la i al ana l g in te tin pr dur ar 
r pia ed by digital pr ing te hnique 
h w on id e rabl e pee d and a 
ation , 
bing 
that 
ad ant ge. he e di ital te hnique all tri 
'orrectl y d ompo mea ured dynami re p n e 
into th indi idual contributi n f man 
tructural m d of ibration that are e it d 
imultane u Iy. 
In mo t of the e techniqu the fa ( urier 
tra n f rm FT) i u ed t; timate the 
freq uen ' pe trum of ea h re p n . Ithou h 
the F c n be mputed rapid I and pr du c 
re ult that are uffi ientl a curate in many 
ca e. tw o inh rent chara teri ti of the 
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for compact packaging, thus enabling efficient 
transportation of material to orbit in the Space 
Shuttle. 
Simulated zero-gravity (neutral buoyancy in 
water) assembly tests were conducted in which 
a 38-strut tetrahedral truss beam was assembled 
by two space-suited test subjects. The truss was 
assembled in approximately 33-1/2 minutes. This 
result, when adjusted to remove the effects of 
water drag, yields an average assembly rate for 
space assembly of approximately 38 seconds per 
strut for a structure of comparable size. 
Walter L. Heard, Jr., 2608 506-53-43 
Improved Solution Method for 
Transient Thermal Analysis 
A research program has achieved a 
significant reduction in the effort required to 
predict transient temperature fields in high-speed 
vehicle structures typified by the Shuttle 
Orbiter. A set of implicit algorithms denoted 
GEARIB, developed at the University of Illinois, 
has been installed in the SPAR finite-element 
thermal-analysis program. The desirable features 
of the GEARIB techniques are the ability to 
utilize large time steps and to adaptively vary 
the step size throughout the temperature 
history. This is in contrast to older methods 
that utilize fixed (and often small) time steps. 
An activity involving Shuttle thermal 
mod eling provided a demonstration of the 
GEARIB techniques. Analyses were performed 
to trace the 3500-sec temperature history in a 
section of the Orbiter wing. Two models were 
considered: a two-dimensional section through 
the wing depth and a one-dimensional plug 
through the center of the 2-D model. 
Calculations for each model were carried out 
using two state-of-the-art integration methods, 
explicit Euler and implicit backward differences, 
as well as GEARIB. The explicit algorithm is 
burdened by the need to take small time steps 
(i.e., 0.1 sec) to avoid numerical instability. The 
implicit backward differences algorithm is typical 
of its class in that larger but fixed time steps 
are utilized. The fixed step size is input by the 
user, and the 1.0-sec step was determined by 
accuracy considerations. 
By adaptively changing its time step to as 
much as 218 seconds, the GEARIB algorithms 
obtained solutions with significantly less 
computer time than was required by Lhe two 
other methods. The use of GEARIB significantly 
enhances the ability of thermal analysts to 
compute temperatures in detailed mathematical 
models of complex airframe and spacecraft 
structures. 
Howard M. Adelman, 3451 506-53-53 
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Transient thermal analysis time reduced by 
improJled solution method. 
Cove Heating Characteristics for 
Separated Flow on Wing 
The pressure differential across a wing 
provides the mechanism by which hot gases 
from the windward wing surface can be ingested 
through the wing-elevon juncture past seals to 
the unprotected internal structure. Experimental 
investigations in the Langley 8·Foot High 
Temperature Structures Tunnel have identified 
some characteristics of the wing-elevon cove 
aerothermal environment. Results indicate that 
the level of heating within the cove is 
dependent upon flow conditions on the wing at 
the cove entrance, as shown in the figure. 
In these plots the heating rates are 
normalized to the laminar attached flow value 
at the cove entrance (q/qREF)' When 
laminar-flow separation occurs near the cove 
entrance, wing heating rates (open symbols) 
under the separated boundary layer decrease 
sharply from equivalent attached,:-flow values, 
and cove heating rates (filled symbols) diminish 
fro m t he cove entrance by an order of 
magnitude. Increasing the elevon deflection angle 
59 
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Fiber Optic Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing Demonstrated 
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), the 
concept of putting more than one wavelength 
into a fiber optics system, has recently been 
demonstrated as a potential space station 
expandable-data-bus concept. A system was 
designed, built, and demonstrated at Langley 
with single-mode Al GaAs semiconductor laser 
transmitters operating at 820, 830, 840, and 
850 nm. The four wavelengths were optically 
multiplexed in a biconical tapered coupler and 
then separated in a four-channel interference 
filter optical demultiplexer, all designed and 
built at Langley. The figure illustrates the 
isolation of the four different laser spectra by 
the response of the interference filter 
demultiplexer. This first demonstration of a 
narrow 1 Q-nm four-channel WDM system was 
very successful, with all four different 
wavelength channels running simultaneously at a 
digital data rate of 20 megabits and a bit error 
rate of less than 10-9. 
Herbert D. Hendricks, 3418 506-54-63 
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Semiconductor laser output spectra and 
illterference filter response. 
Decoupling Control Theory for 
Large Space-Based Antennas 
A technique has been developed utilizing 
decollpling theory to control the rigid-body 
attitudes and the flexible-mode amplitudes of a 
large flexible antenna system. The teclmique 
provides a stable and robust control system that 
has been validated by computer simulations for 
a model of a I 22-m-diameter hoop column 
antenna system. Decoupling theory permits 
control of one or more modes without affecting; 
the other modes in the model. Procedures are 
applied utilizing various locations on the mast 
and hoop for control moment gyros and/or 
reaction control jets. 
Results of the decoupling technique compare 
favorably with the standard linear quadratic 
regulator (LQR) optimal control method. Of the 
two methods, the LQR method is the more 
complicated because of the iterative process 
required to achieve desired performance. The 
decoupling method provides a simple closed-form 
solution and produces the exact closed-loop 
dynamics specified for the system. Procedures 
have also been developed for analyzing the 
effects of noise in the sensors and control 
actuators. Analysis shows that for nominal 
value~ of noise, the performance requirements 
for a geosynchronous Earth orbit mission are 
achievable. 
H. A. I-lamer, 4591 506-54-73 
Thermodynamic Limits of Radiant-
Energy Conversion 
Langley Research Center, in conjunction 
with Christopher Newport College, has developed 
a theory for predicting the efficiency of the 
conversion of solar radiation by threshold 
devices directly into storable chemical or 
electrical energy for both space and terrestrial 
applications. Threshold devices encompass a wide 
range, in cl ud ing p ho tovo I taic, b ioloI:ical 
photosynthetic, photochemical, and 
photoelectrochemical systems. All of these 
devices have in common two important features: 
(I) they produce storable energy; and (2) they 
have a characteristic energy absorption spectrum. 
An analysis based on the first and second laws 
of thermodynamics leads to a determination of 
the limiting or ultimate efficiency for any 
conversion system having a characteristic 
threshold energy and an operating temperature. 
The results of this analysis for the Sun as a 
source of radiation and for a series of receiver 
temperatures is shown in the figure. 
The maximum efficiency for any threshold 
device is 44 percent; tIns requires a theoretical 
operating temperature of 0 K and a threshold 
energy 0 f 1.1 eV. This threshold energy 
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coincides with the energy bandgap for silicon. 
For comparison purposes, the limiting efficiency 
for a gallium-arsenide solar cell is 41 percent 
and for a cadmium-sulfide cell 22 percent at 
this same temperature. As the operating 
temperature of -'.1 ~hreshold device increases, its 
limiting solar conversion efficiency decreases. 
Although the efficiency curves specifically 
refer to the conversion of solar radiation, with 
a simple modification they can also be used to 
find the limits to the conversion efficiency for 
threshold devices and radiation from a 
blackbody at any temperature. In addition, they 
can be utilized to find the maximum conversion 
efficiency for devices that have both a threshold 
and a cut-off energy (Le., an absorption band), 
which is often the case for photochemical 
reactions and solar-pumped lasers. This analysis 
furnishes the key to understanding energy 
conversion' processes, and the results provide the 
basis for evaluating solar-energy conversion 
devices proposed for space and terrestrial 
applications. 
Charles E. Byvik, 3781 
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Li 111 iting efficiency for Call Jlersion of solar 
radiation by a p/zotosellsitiJle deJlice. 
Wide-Temperature-Range Ion 
InltJlant Bubble Devices 
... 
Ion implant bubble device technology has 
been advanced in its ability for wide-
temperature-range operation. Device operation 
over the range from -200 C to +95 0 C was 
experimentally demonstrated with bubble chips 
fabricated from standard CaGe material suitable 
for 8-,um-period data site spacing. The devices 
62 
were designed and fabricated as part of a joint 
DOD/NASA research contract with Bell 
Laboratories to simultaneously improve device 
density, temperature range, and packaging 
quality for onboard memory applications. 
Typical device operation at field rotation rates 
up to 100 kHz exhibited a margin greater than 
20 oe. Howe:er, minor loop margins exceeded 
30 oe over the entire span of temperature. This 
indicates that intrinsic bubble stability and 
propagation with tIlis particular combination of 
bubble garnet material, device component design, 
and processing appear to be outstanding. 
Ion implant technology offers an 
order-of-magnitude improvement in density over 
conventional permalloy at comparable yield and 
cost. This device demonstration not only 
illustrates the potential for 8-,um-period devices 
but also represents an important first step in 
the planned development of a 
wide-temperature-range device at 4-,um period. 
Devices with 8- and 4-Mm period are expected 
to facilitate onboard memory systems of 128-
and 512-megabit capacities, respectively. 
Paul J. Hayes, 3535 506-61-03 
Integrated Verification and Testing 
System for HALlS Programs 
The IVTS (integrated verification and testing 
system) is a large software system designed to 
support user-controlled verification analysis and 
testing activities for programs written in the 
HALlS language being used on the Space 
Shuttle. The IVTS was developed under contract 
with Boeing Com~' 'ter Services Company of 
Seattle, Washington. The Version 1.0 system is 
currently undergoing testing, evaluation, and 
enhancement of certain components to complete 
the detailed design capabilities. 
Conceptually and functionally the IVTS is 
composed of a set of modular verification 
analysis tools of four major types: (1) static 
analysis, (2) dynamic analysis, (3) symbolic 
execution, and (4) documentation enhancement. 
Most of these major components contain several 
distinct tools that can be individually selected 
for execution by the system user. The IVTS 
contains a user interface component and a user 
command language, a data base, and a 
report-writer component, all of which support 
both interactive and batch mode usage. 
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The IVTS is written predominately in Pascal 
for ease of portability and is designed to appear 
the same to users regardless of specific machine 
implementation. Other major design concepts 
are: (1) the analysis tools work only with 
previously compiled HAL/S programs and no 
compiler functions are duplicated; (2) program 
intent may be specified via "assertions" and 
checked against intermediate or final program 
results; (3) automated program instrumentation 
under user control supports object code testing 
and debugging; and (4) all communication 
between the IVTS and the user is in terms of 
the HAL/S source program. 
Edmond H. Senn, 2062 506-61-23 
Selection Criteria for Tunable·Diode 
Lasers Quantified 
Experimental and analytical studies have 
been completed that permit prediction of 
expected performance (If ~unable-diode lasers in 
optical heterodyne receivers. The use of 
tunable-diode lasers has been limited primarily 
by the existence of optical noise over and 
beyond that expected from purely fundamental 
quantum noise inherent in lasers. QllaJitative 
reasoning leads to the belief that the so-called 
"excess noise" must degrade the performance of 
systems using tunable-diode lasers as local 
oscillators. However, these studies have shown 
that reasonably well behaved "excess noise" can 
be modeled as a simple additive noise in the 
heterodyne process. The consequent decrease in 
available signal-to-noise ratio can thus be 
predicted and can be compared with instrument 
performance criteria. Shown in the figure is an 
example of the noise at the output of the 
detector-preamplifier in an optical heterodyne 
receiver for three cases: (1) detector-preamplifier 
alone, (2) 400-J.Lamp induced photocurrtnt from 
a quantum-noise-limited C02 laser, and (3) 
400-J.Lamp ind lIced photocurrent from a 
tunable-diode laser contaminated by well-behaved 
"excess noise." Simple calculations give the 
excess noise component compared to the ideal 
(C02 laser) value. Simultaneous measurements of 
signal-to-noise ratio achievable under these 
conditions show that the "excess noise" causes 
a simple additive effect in reducing 
signal-to-noise ra tio, in agreement with 
theoretical considerations. 
Utilizing the results of these studies, a simple 
instrument has been designed and developed 
that permits suppliers of tunable-diode lasers to 
screen their own devices. The instrument makes 
a direct measurement and read-out of the 
"excess noise" a simple process. Systematic 
selection procedures are now possible to ensure 
that suppliers provide devices that will respond 
to all essential requirements specified by 
instrumentation engineers. 
Stephen J. Katzberg, 3535 506·61-73 
12 dB 
~--------------~~.--------~.~~ o 250 500 
FROUENCY I MHz 
Residual excess liaise measurements for a 
tunable-diode laser local oscillator. 
Pointing/Solar-Tracking Unit 
The Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer (LHS), 
an airborne sensing instrument under 
development at Langley, requires the delivery of 
a 3 -in.-diameter beam of sunlight to the 
instmment's optical system. The optical axis of 
this beam must be maintained collinear to the 
instrument's optical axis within ±4 arc minutes 
during both ground and airborne operation. The 
stand-alone pointer/tracker system controls a 
mirror that can be rotated in elevation and 
azimuth to direct sunlight. into the optical path 
of the LHS instrument. The range of motion 
for this mirror is 7.5 0 in elevation and 3600 in 
azimuth. 
The pointer/tracker system has two modes 
of operation. In the pointing mQdr the mirror's 
position is controlled relative to the unit's 
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hi 
t em pl:rati n are under 
micropr 'e r . ntr I. he p inter/ trac l-. er can 
lei l!ra tc I aut matl<:all i~ll I repr 'rammed 
ftware r llline. . lI ch lin ear<.:h, r 
manllall either b en tering c Illmand. thr u'h 
th > . ntr I uni t ke 1 aru termina l r ia an 
intl' rface. he p inter/ t ra 'ker unit 
n in the I h 'rJph and it ntr I 
d 'c tr nic and di pia uni t (n t were 
Je:igned a,t fabrkated at Lan/,de . 
I. W. J ne. 46_1 
Poin ter/ 'olar-tracker IIl1i t . 
Force Loop Augmentation for ASPS 
Magnetic Bearing Control 
f rc feedba k 10 p ha been ucce fully 
integrd ted with the magne ti c bea ring c ntr I f 
tip P (annular II pen i n and pointing 
tem) magneti u p n ion . Re i ed predicti n. 
f - igma n-orbit p rforman e how an A P 
4 
ariati 
par til t rand 
I lire f tl,. p 
rei ea tabiti t for gap p iti n 
'n r fr m t p ' r en t and 
allow the L1' upled de i e 
( D) arra di 'ap 'n r, whi ch i 
inheren tl t empera tur e in en It I e. 
Implemen tati on f the f rc I made 
po i b I b th de elopl1len t highl 
repea tab le digital force en r b uarl , In . 
a ed n the prin 'ipl that the 
ibra ti ng quart7 r tal arie a 
mpre i n r ten ion r r e . 
f rcc and gap I' iti n 
en or been a lu a t e d in a 
ma gne ti '-bea ring lab rat r namic te t. rce 
e n r per rman e i t rder f 
ma gnitlld l! be tter than p cifi rd. In ad liti n, 
ga p ilit i be tter than 1 
per ent. w rk i requir d n the 
free erl ad pr te ti n 'n hani m 
de igned t pr tec t the fra gil e quar tz r tal 
d u ri n g h uttle laun h. ince the rload 
prote tion i e terna I to the en or, r de ign 
will probabl be p tp ned until night 
de elopment and fli gh t qualifi ati n pr gram 
pha e are ini ti ated. 
. R. K kler 45 I 50 - 1-93 
Surface Accuracy Measurement 
Sensor for Large Space Antennas 
An anam rphi tele p -I pe nginee ring 
breadb urd en r for mea urem nt of urfa e 
d e formati n f large pace antenna wa 
de el ped in a j int eff rt by Langl and 
TRW pa _ y tem Divi iOIl . Th en r 
mea ure. the defl e tion f a urfac targ"' t. 
either a light- ' mitting di d r a retrodir ti e 
reflect r, normal t th tel pe' line fight . 
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A f ocal~plane photoelectric detector in the 
telescope receiver stlnses the target displacement 
normal to the electro~optical axis. 
Target radiation entering the telescope is 
imaged on a linear-effect planar silicon 
photodiode that has a sensitive area 5 mm long 
by 2 mm wide. The detector is oriented with 
its long dimension along the direction of the 
target deflection to be measured. A cylindrical 
field lens is oriented with its axis in the 
direction of the target deflection. The image on 
the detector will move a distance proportional 
to the distance the target moves. Two current 
signals, one from each end of the detector, are 
produced by the photodiode, and the image 
position on the detector is proportional to the 
relative intensity of the signals; that is, the 
image position along the detector causes the 
signa Is to increase or decrease. Since the 
dis tance from the target to the telescope 
entrance aperture is known, the target 
deformations can then be calculated. Typically, 
at a distance of 21 m, angular sensitivities of 
0.59 arcseconds and target deflection accuracies 
of 0.060 mm are obtained in tests on a mesh 
antenna model. The sensor has application for 
most large space structures where deflection 
measurements are desired to check alignment. 
Charles G. Saunders, 3631 506-62-43 
(LW/RETROTARGET 
II --Lr·------~=1==~~~~i!~~-~ L, ",.m.", 
OBJECTIVE LENS 
TARGET DISTANCE ~ o _____ -+_d '- Ib 
1400 MMI 
Optical schematic of surface deformation sensor. 
IDEAS Computer-Aided Design 
System 
IDEAS (interactive design and evaluation of 
advanced spacecraft) is an integrated system of 
computer-aided design and analysis software used 
to rapidly evaluatt: system concepts and 
technology needs for future advanced spacecraft 
such as large antenna~, platforms, and space 
stations. The system was developed at Langley 
to meet a need for rapid cost-effective 
labor-savh, .... proaches to the design and 
analysis ot . Imerous missions and total 
spacecraft system options under consideration. 
IDEAS co nsists of about 40 technical 
modules, efficient executive and data-base/file 
management software, and interactive graphics 
display capabilities. A single analyst at an 
in t e ractive terminal can rapidly model the 
structure and design 'and analyze the total 
spacecraft and mission. The coupling of on-orbit 
environmental computational algorithms with 
analysis and design modules permits rapid 
evaluation of competing spacecraft. Parametric 
studies and technology-level trade-offs are easily 
accomplished using IDEAS. The user-friendly 
system guides the analyst through the 
computing session by displaying requests for 
processing paths and data inputs. Automatic 
formatting of data files relieves much of the 
tedium associated with conventional design and 
analysis efforts. Further, much of the repetitious 
computer system command instructions are 
directly coded into IDEAS, thereby freeing the 
analyst to concentrate on the spacecraft design 
tasks. Data and graphical summary information 
are presented to the analyst on graphics display 
terminals for immediate assessment and 
interactive modification of the spacecraft or 
-= 
H );NTERACTIVE TERMINAL 
t=:Y.l'C/ 
i 
EXECUTIVE 
STRUCTURAL MODELING SPACECRAFT OESIGN 
SYNTHESIZERS STRUCTURE 
F INUE ELEMENTS SUBSYSTEMS 
DIGITIZER SENSORS 
SPACECRAFT ANALYSIS ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
STRUCTURAL THERMAL 
THERMIIL. GRAVITY GRADIENT 
CONTROLS ATMOSPHERIC DRAC DYNAMICS SOLAR PRESSURE DEPLOYMENT 
PE~FDRMANCEI }--~ MISSION ANALYSIS COST IRELIABILI TY EVALUAT ION I.----j OPERATIONS ANAL YS I ~ 
I~TERACTI3> HARD COpy PLOTS DATA 
DATABASE 
FlU I1CMT 
.-l 
DATA FILE 
IDEAS system overl'iew. 
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mission design, as appropriate. Spacecraft 
concepts evaluated using IDEAS include 
microwave radiometer satellitt:s, communication 
satellite systems, solar-powered lasers, power 
platforms, and orbiting space stations. 
L. Bernard Garrett, 3666 506-62-43 
SEADS Development Flight 
Instrumentation (DFI) Analysis 
The Shuttle Entry Air Data System 
(SEAD8) is the implementation of a new 
concept in air data systems that incorporates an 
array of !lush orifices in the nose and forward 
fuselage of the flight vehicle and a new flow 
field modl!Jing concept for analysis of the flight 
data and determination of the required air data 
parameters, including angle of attack, angle of 
side slip, dynamic pressure, total prcssmc, static 
pressure, and Macll number. Although this data 
reduction/analysis capability will not be fully 
implemented until SEADS' first flight, a 
developmental computational capability has been 
assembled and demonstrated. A much-simplified 
version of this developmental capability has 
been used to analyze flight data from the 
Orb iter's Development Flight 1 nstrumen ta t ion 
(D F I) and determine dynamic pressure for 
STS-I through 8TS-4. The results from this 
analysis confirm the basic concepts and 
techniques to be applied to the SEAD8. 
Additionally, aerodynamic analyses performed 
throughout NA8A determined that the 
flight-derived vehicle aerodynamic coefficients for 
STS-l through ST8-4 were within 6 percent of 
the preflight data book values, except within 
oBETQ 
rJ SEADS/DFI a 
-NAva 
BET, ~ :~~ .~ ALTITUDE OF CONCERN -1 
SEADS, 12· 0 
9m a~ 
NAva,p":k _~ , ,_~I_, 3 
270 245 233 216 193 162 x10 
ALTITUDE, feet 
STS-3 DFI pressure analysis. 
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the region from Mach 20 to 24 (185,000 to 
245,000 ft). A review of this discrepancy and a 
statistical comparison of air dHta sources 
concluded that the dynamic pressure (qoo) 
derived using the SEADS computational 
techniques and the in situ DFI pressure:' data 
was more accurate than the qoo available from 
other sources, namely the Best Estimate 
Trajectory (BET) unci the real-time navigation 
system. This conclusion led to the incorporation 
of the qoo derived using the DFI pressure data 
und the SEADS computational technique into 
subsequent BET solutions. The figure compares 
qoo derived using the SEADS analytical 
technique with the BET qoo and the navigation 
qoo' 
P. M. Siemers III, 3984 
Space Science 
and Applications 
506-63-32 
Portable X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometer 
A portable battery-powered X-ray 
fl u orescence spectrometer (XRFS) has bee~l 
developed for use in geological exploration and 
is undergoing field evaluation by U.S. Bureau of 
Mines geologists. The instrument, developed 
under Langley direction in a cooperative venture 
with the Bureau of Mines, is a modification of 
the XRFS instrument that was used in the 
inorganic chemistry experiment on the Viking 
Mars Lander. It is intended for Lise in field 
geological l'xploration and survey expeditions 
and is able to rapidly characterize a minimum 
of 60 elements (including copper, uranium, and 
tungsten, for example) and their relative 
concentrations in rock formations. Potentially 
valuable seams or ort! concentrations can thus 
be detected in situ and samples can be taken 
for subsequent detailed laboratory assay. No 
other portable self-contained instrument that can 
charact":'i ize so many elements exists for field 
use. 
The instrument weighs less than 7.3 kg (16 
lb), measures 28 cm by 13 cm by 28 cm (11 
in. by 5 in. by 1 I in.), and can easily be 
carried like a camera or tote bag. The 
self-contained unit employs conventional D-cells 
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tili za tion H LI e (Te h Hu e. 
f the e techn log program 
irginia tate epartmen t f 
in utilizing A 
tem t e amine and 
a e la t ed with on- it 
wa te- a ter di po al n land area un uitable for 
c nv nli na l ep ti - t ank and dra in fie ld 
I ractice . 
il a 
a t ed in a w 
hi h wat r tab I 
be I w re 
nd 
ha e 
of 
air 
rtati n 
in 
til 
n 
n III t r an 
whi h both dr nd 
w re lie ti ly, til 
demon trated that alternati e 
c nven ti nal n- ite wa te water di p al y tem 
are a ailable, and the e alternati e t Ilnique 
ffer potential luti n. t n- ite di p al on 
pr blem il . In pa rt icular, the mound-t p 
bed dem n trated I h' abi lity to handl doubl 
the initial de ign dCl rat · without b ming 
aturated r h wing e id n e f faiJur. he 
e peri mental da ta that w r olle ' ted are ing 
red Ll ed and analyzed. p n ompleti n, the 
re ult will pro ide tate offi ial with a i 
de: ign parameter f r wa te water di po al bed 
that can erve to m dif r gulati n 
g erning n- it di p al 
Warren D. Hype, ... 71 141-_0-10 
Explo ive Seam Welding Applied to 
Reactor Repair 
n e plo iv e am we lding techniqu 
de el ped at Langl R ar h ent r provid a 
implifi d alternati e to a diffi ult remote-fu ion 
\ e ld operation a ciat d with the repla em nt 
f u I hann!'1 in a nLl lear rea tor . ull 
repla men t of the l fu I hann I i a ma iv 
and comple underta\<ing . Pr i u e perien e in 
thi reg rd di ct te tl. t "mpha i b pia ed on 
red ucing both downtime and rad iation e po ure 
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during th r pair. f the man repla 'em nt 
p rati n r quire c nnc,ti n f a 'hannc) 
annulu be ll w an 'nd fitting. 
tandartl j ining appr a 'h in 01 e 
fll i n weld u in 1 a pC ' iall de cl 
h 
t I. t be I thi tc ' hnique in 
me patial arran em 'nl 0 th ~ P 
a embl, upled with diffi'lIlt 
the fuel channel within th 
the req uet f 
Devcl pment rp rati nand 
anada, Lttl ., an alternative 
t r. 
I r 
of 
u i ng a n ex pI i e earn rechnique 
d veloped at Langle been demon trated t 
be app li cable to the bell \ flang ring 
attachmen t. The e pi ive widing mechani m i 
a high- eloci ty ob lique-plat> c IIi i n pr e 
that efface the metal ·i Ie film and f rce 
the metal urface into intimate contact at er 
high pre ' ure (appr imatel million pi), 
all wing atomi c-Ie el melallurgi al b nding at 
the interface. In the bellow flange ring weld 
application the I ibbon e pi i e and det nat r 
are prea ' emblcd t the end fitting atta hment 
ring ou t ide the reactor. he e plo ive and the 
d e t on a tor rem a ina I t a ell edt h rug h 0 '.! t 
suba ' mbl in tallati n and are detonat d when 
required to conne t the bellow and the e"d 
fitting. 
During the cour e of the project, ariou 
e ' plo ive-wt:lding parameter were c amined to 
e tabli h limit of the variable involved in th 
welding proces. urther Ie t on reactor grade 
material were performed, cu lminating in 
fu II- sca Ie demon tration on ac tual bellow 
a embli ', a illustrated . No ad er e effect n 
the bellow a embly were ob 'erved and no 
app re iable geometry change wa mea ured. 
Laurence J . Bemen t. 4621 141-_0-10 
RIBWi E~Pl~ I 'E 
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l~'xpl()sil'e joinillg e tllp for reactor. 
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Accuracy and R olution f Earth 
Radiation M a ur m nt 
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accuracy. This led to statements of confidence 
on how well the radiant exitance can be 
estimated for small regions. 
A plot of error versus resolution shows the 
performance of the numerical filter for different 
degrees. A 1 st-degree filter (N= 1) that processes 
one measurement at a time gives good accuracy 
(2.8 W m-2) for large areas. For medium areas, 
a 13th-degree filter gives better accuracy than 
the 1 st-degree filter, and for small areas a 
9th-degree filter is better than either of the 
other two filters for estimating the radiant 
exitance. In all cases, the simulation studies 
have shown that a well-designed numerical filter 
gives accuracies that are very near the 
theoretical accuracy boundary. 
Richard N. Green, 2977 146-10-06 
Radiative Effects of Clouds 
Clouds influence the Earth's radiation 
balance and, ultimately, both weather and 
climate by reflecting solar energy and trapping 
heat radiated from the surface. Quantification of 
the regional and global effects of clouds is 
quite limited at present due to a lack of 
co m p re hensive observations and analyses of 
cloudiness and its radiative properties. This is 
one of the primary reasons for the continuing 
debate concerning the importance of clouds in 
clima te modeling. Does an increase in cloudiness 
c au sew a rming or coo ling 0 f the Earth's 
surface? Theoretical and empirical answers to 
this question have ranged from a slight warming 
to no effect to considerable cooling, but both 
types of results are based on very uncertain 
cloud effects. Until the effects of clouds are 
better understood and taken into account, r arge 
uncertainties in climate predictions will relmdn. 
To increase the knowledge of the influence 
of clouds on the radiation balance, regional and 
zonal cloud and surface radiative properties have 
been derived at Langley for 20 percent of the 
Earth for the month of November 1978. This 
study utilized hourly high-resolution visible and 
infrared window data from the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES). 
Parameters derived from the GOES data include 
the cloud amounts, infrared fluxes, and albedo 
(fraction of incident solar radiation reflected 
from the Earth-atmosphere system) at three 
levels in the atmosphere, as well as the longwave 
flux and albedo over clear areas. The plot of 
zonal clear-sky and total (clear and cloudy 
together) albedos shows the increase in albedo 
due to cloud cover. Total albedo is more than 
double the clear-sky albedo. The clear-sky 
albedo is nearly constant south of lOON due to 
higher solar elevations and a predominance of 
ocean regions. Higher clear-sky albedos north of 
lOON result from lower Sun elevation and the 
relatively bright North American land mass. The 
more jagged appearance of the total albedo 
curve reveals the variable effects of clouds. The 
increased cloudiness of the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone is indicated by a sharp peak 
at 70 N. For this entire data set it was found 
that the cloud albedo effect (solar radiation 
blocked by the cloud tops) outweighs the 
infrared effect (infrared radiation trapped under 
the clouds), so that a net cooling of the 
Earth-atmosphere system was caused by the 
presence of clouds. Analyses of GOES data 
from other months are continuing in order to 
determine whether the net effect of the clouds 
remains constant or changes with the time of 
year. 
Patrick Minnis, 2977 146-10-06 
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GOES-derived zona! albedos for November 1978 
(longitude 300 W to 1200 W). 
Longitudinal Variability of Earth-
Emitted Radiation 
Because of the variation with latitude of 
radiation incident on the Earth, there is a 
variation of Earth-emitted radiation with 
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latitude. There are also important variations of 
Earth-emitted radiation in the longitudinal 
direction. These variations of Earth-emitted 
radiation have been computed for large spatial 
scales using data from the wide-field-of-view 
(WFOV) radiometers on the Earth Radiation 
Budget (ERB) instrument aboard the Nimbus 6 
spacecraft. These variations may be described in 
terms of Fourier series, whereby the variation is 
expressed as the sum of waves in the 
longitudinal direction. The power for each waye 
is one- half the amplitude squared and is showIi' 
for each wave number as a function of latitude 
for July 1975. The major feature is a strong 
wave-l and wave-2 peak in the region from 
200 N to SOoN. This is due to high levels of 
emitted radiation in the Sahara, Arabian, and 
Karakum Deserts and in the western U.S., low 
levels near India and the Tib'Jtan Plateau, and 
variations . of r-xitance over the subtropical North 
Pacific Ocean. The wave numbers 1 and 2 are 
absent in January. From 200 N to 200 S there is 
considerable structure, with wave numbers I 
through 4 active. Comparison of the July and 
Jan uary spectra indicates that this activity 
follows the Sun. In July there is a strong 
wave-l peak at 7 50 S, associated with Antarctica. 
This continent is displaced from the South Pole 
along the 700 E meridian, and much of the 
terrain is at high elevation (above 4 km). The 
effect of this is to induce the strong wave 1 
when there is little or no solar insolation during 
June and July. Study of these types of 
variations in Earth-emitted radiation is very 
important for advancing the understanding of 
our climate. 
G. Louis Smith, 2977 
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July 1975. 
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Lidar Measurements of 
Stratospheric VoIcanj(~ Plumes 
The 48-inch !idar syster.l at Langley has 
been used to make routine observations of 
stratospheric aerosols for more than a decade. A 
smaller dual-wavelength aircraft-mounted system 
has been constructed in order to conduct 
satellite ground truth experiments and volcanic 
plume survey measurement mISSIons. Lidars 
measure the vertical profile of laser 
backscattering ratio, which is greater than 1 in 
the presence of aerosol particles. By measuring 
tlus backscattering ratio after major volcanic 
eruptions, the lidar system is able to monitor 
the effluent injected into the stratosphere, and 
therefore provides valuable data for estimating 
atmospheric transport and the potential climatic 
impact of such an eruption. 
A special airborne mission was flown to 
Costa Rica in February 1982. One of its 
principal objectives was to study the so-called 
"mystery cloud" of early 1982. Overwhelming 
evidence from these measurements indicates that 
the source of this layer was volcanic. 
Furthermore, the results show that the amount 
of particulates from this eruption appears to be 
greater than that from Mount St. Helens. A 
similar mission was flown in July 1982 near the 
coast of Venezuela to study the stratospheric 
effects of the eruption of the Mexican volcano 
El Chichon on April 3 and 4, 1982. The data 
show that this may be the most significant 
eruption of this century in terms of 
stratospheric effects and potential for radiative 
perturbation. Record backscattering ratios of 50 
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were measured from a broad aerosol layer 
between 22 and 33 km. This layer persisted 
over the region from 250 N to the southernmost 
measurement point, 12.50 N. 
M. Patrick McCormick, 2065 146-10-06 
The Earth's Atmosphere: Past, 
Present, and Future 
Human activities may be perturbing the 
composition and chemistry of the atmosphere. 
In order to accurately assess their impact on 
the present and future atmosphere, we must 
first understand the natural processes or 
mechanisms that control the composition and 
chemistry of the atmosphere; including the level 
o [ so lar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which 
initiates photochemical reactions in the 
atmosphere, the emISSIOn of volcanic gases, 
lightning, precipitation, and the biogeochemical 
cycling of gases. In an effort to better 
understand these natural processes and their 
varia tions with time, photochemical models 
originally developed to study the impact of 
human activities on the present and future 
atmosphere have been utilized to study the 
evolution of the atmosphere over geological 
time. 
It is widely believed that gases in the early 
atmosphere, energized by solar UV radiation and 
atmospheric lightning, formed the complex 
organic molecules, the precursors of living 
systems. Calculations made at Langley indicate 
that a mixture of methane (CH4) and ammonia 
(NH3), long believed to be the composition of 
the early atmosphere, would have been 
photochemically and chemically unstable and 
very short lived if such an atmosphere had 
existed in the early history of the Earth. 
Instead, an early atmosphere of carbon dioxide 
(C02) and nitrogen (N2) resulting from volcanic 
emissions is favored by the Langley calculations. 
These findings suggest that the atmospheres of 
the Earth, Mars, and Venus all had a common 
origin, the volcanic release of gases trapped in 
the solid interior of the planets during their 
[ormation some 4.5 billion years ago. Today, 
the atmospheres of Mars and Venus are 
predominantly carbon dioxide (approximately 95 
percent) with a few percent nitrogen. On Earth 
the bulk of the atmospheric carbon dioxide 
ended up in the form of carbonates due to the 
action of life, leaving relatively inert nitrogen to 
accumulate as the major atmospheric constituent 
(78 percent by volume). Oxygen, the next most 
abundant atmospheric species (21 percent by 
volume), resulted from the conversion of carben 
dioxide and water vapor by photosynthetic 
organisms. 
The level of oxygen. in the early atmosphere 
prior to the evolution of photosynthetic 
organisms is another important question. The 
formation of atmospheric oxygen (02) is 
ini tiated by the photolysis of atmospheric 
carbon dioxide and water vapor by solar 
ultraviolet radiation, with the subsequent release 
of atomic oxygen (0). For many years it was 
believed that the early Sun emitted levels of 
UV comparable to or less than those of the 
present Sun. However, recent theoretical 
calculations performed at the Goddard Institute 
~ ~~ &~~, M mIl as ~rooomi~ 
measurements of a half-dozen young Sl'n-like 
stars obtained with the International Ultraviolet 
Explorer satellite, have changed that idea. These 
calculations and measurements indicate that the 
early Sun emitted orders of magnitude more 
UV radiation than it presently emits. In 
collaboration with these astronomer:), Langley 
photochemical models have been used to assess 
the effects of these high UV fluxes on the 
composition of the early atmosphere. The 
Langley calculations indicate that such fluxes 
acting on volcanic carbon dioxide and water 
vapor resulted in orders of magnitude more 
atmospheric oxygen and ozone in the early 
atmosphere than was previously believed, but 
these high levels of 02 and 03 were 
insufficient to protect the surface of the Earth 
from the greatly enhanced levels of UV 
radiation that appear to have been emitted by 
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Vertical distribution of oxygen (02) in the 
prebio!ogical early atmosphere for levels of solar 
UV radiation from 1 to 300 times the present 
value, based on photochemical calculations. 
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the early Sun. These high levels of solar UV 
radiation incident 011 the surface of the Earth 
during its early history may have had important 
implications for the origin and evolution of life 
on our planet. 
Joel S. Levine, 2187 146-20-10 
307-02-02 
Lidar Measurements of Ozone and 
Aerosols in the Upper Troposphere 
The first airborne differential absorption 
tidar (DIAL) measurements of 03 and aerosol 
profiles in the tropopause region of the 
atmospher-e were made on August 6, 1981, in a 
flight over Maine. This was the first flight 
experiment conducted with the DIAL system 
operating in a zenith-viewing mode from the 
Lockheed Electra. Loring Air Force Base, Maine, 
was selected for the tropopause experiment 
because of its location on the northern side of 
the jet stream. The flight path went from 
northern Maine (470 03'N/690 28'W) to the coast 
of Maine (440 37'N/670 93'W) at an aircraft 
altitude of 7620 m. A return flight was made 
along this leg at 8230 m altitude. At the start 
of the flight an ozonesonde was released at 
Caribou, Maine, at 2200 EDT, and the flight 
was completed by flying over the ozonesonde 
launch site at 2348 EDT. The ozonesonde data 
showed a lower tropopause at an altitude of 
11.1 km. Two prominent 03 concentrations in 
these layers were twice the average 
concentration outside the layers. The depth of 
the lower layer was about 4500 m, and the 
upper layer had a depth of only 350 m. A 
co mparison of the DIAL 03 measurement 
profile and the ozonesonde data is shown in 
the figure, along with the potential-temperature 
data from the ozonesonde. The DIAL data 
represent the average 03 profile obtained from 
300 DIAL shots along a 6-km horizontal path. 
The horizontal bars designate the standard 
deviation of the average 03 profile. The 
magnitude and relative position of the 03 layers 
are in excellent agreement between the DIAL 
and ozonesonde measurements. The absolute 
altitude agreement for these layers is within 100 
m. Ozone features in the minimum between the 
two layers are also accurately determined by 
the DIAL system. 
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Lidar measurements of aerosol scattering at 
a wavelength of 600 nm were made 
simultaneously with the 03 DIAL measurements. 
The layers that were found to have enhanced 
03 concentrations also had increased levels of 
aerosol scattering. This direct correlation 
between 03 and aerosol scattering may indicate 
that these layers were actually of tropospheric 
origin. A cross-sectional map of these layers is 
being constructed from the entire DIAL data 
set over Maine to determine their extent and 
characteristics. 
Recent DIAL measurements of 03 and 
aerosols in the tropopause and lower 
stratosphere regions have shown the potential 
for mapping thin atmospheric layers (300 m 
depth) having enhanced or depleted 
concentrations of 03 or aerosols. These 
measurements were made at ranges up to 6 km 
above the aircraft altitude. For a 210-m vertical 
resolution and 6-km horizontal resolution, the 
average 03 profile uncertainty was found to be 
about 5 percent at 3.5 km range to 15 percent 
at 6 kin range. The aerosol distribution can be 
determined with a vertical and horizontal 
resolution of 20 m. Simultaneous information 
on ° 3 and a erosol distributions may be 
important in determining the origin of some 
atmospheric layers and the gas-to-particle 
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conversion that may be taking place in them. 
In addition, the capability for obtaining the 
temporal variation of a tropopause folding event 
will provide new understanding of this 
important stratosphere/troposphere exchange 
mechanism. 
E. V. Browell, 2576 146-20-10 
Scatterometer Simulation Program 
Analyzing the design performance of 
scatterometers, which are used for determining 
wind speed and direction over the oceans, can 
be time consuming and limited in scope when 
simplified analysis programs are used. These 
programs only provide first-order estimates on 
performdnce and trade-offs between 
scatterometer designs. To remedy this situation 
a detailed simulation program was developed. 
This program simulates a scatterometer design 
and its orbital flight over a realistic wind field. 
The simulation routine generates a data base of 
noisy Earth-located values of aO (radar 
soattering coefficient, a function of wind speed 
and direction seen by the scatterometer) similar 
to one that an actual scatterometer would 
generate as it flies over the ocean. The aO data 
from the various antennas used in the 
scatterometer are grouped together in resolution 
bins and passed through a wind vector inversion 
algorithm, which converts the aO data to wind 
vector solutions. These solutions are compared 
to the original wind field in a statistical routine 
that evaluates the accuracy and performance of 
the particular design under study. Monto Carlo 
techniques are used to simulate random errors 
introduced by communication noise, attitude 
pointing errors, and model function 
uncertainties. 
Using this si mula tion, program detail 
performance and trade-off studies can be 
conducted to provide wind speed and direction 
a c curacy, alias removal skill, ",itd gradient 
sensitivity, and model function ~Il ~l.' sensitivity 
for various scatterometer antenna configurations 
and Doppler filter processing techniques. Such a 
study was conducted in early 1982 to 
determine the best scatterometer design and 
performance that could be accommodated on 
the TIROS-N satellite, where weight, space, 
power, and data rate are limited. The simulation 
study results indicated that a configuration 
could be flown that would meet minimum user 
requirements but would have certain limitations, 
such as higher wind speed and direction 
gradient sensitivity, lower resolution, and 
degraded low wind speed accuracy. 
This simulation not only provides a tool for 
evaluating the perfor1)lanCe of a particular 
scatterometer design, but can also be used to 
generate satellite scatterometer data to be used 
in evaluating data-processing algorithms, such as 
the alias removal algorithm and improved 
versions of the wind vector inversion algorithm. 
The simulation will be invaluable in the design 
and evaluation of any future scatterometers to 
be flown in space. 
Emedio Bracalente, 3631 146-40-05 
Aircraft Microwave Radar 
Measurement of the Sea Surface 
The Langl.ey Airborne Microwave 
Scatterometer was flown during the December 
1980 Storms Transient Response Experiment 
over the North Pacific Ocean to refine our 
understanding of the relationship between sea 
surface normalized radar cross section (NRCS) 
and the wind and/or wind stress. The 
scatterometer was carried aboard the NASA/JSC 
C-130 aircraft, which normally flew at altitudes 
above 1500 m. A second aircraft flew formation 
below the C-130 in the near-surface turbulent 
boundary layer in order to measure wind speed 
and surface stress. 
The 4 days of flights have been divided into 
about 60 straight segments, each typically 50 
km long. For each segment the NRCS, and the 
low-altitude wind data were processed to obtain 
the cross correlation between the two. For each 
segment, the resulting lag (4.3 km for the 
example shown in the first figure) was used to 
align the data sets for construction of a scatter 
plot between wind and NRCS. The second 
figure is the scatter plot from the same segment, 
and shows the variation in NRCS for wind 
speeds between 14 and 21 m sec- l for a 
crosswind radar look at 400 incidence angle, 
horizontal polarization. From analyses of similar 
plots from all 60 segments, covering a wide 
range of incidence angles, azimuths, and wind 
speeds, a clearer understanding is emerging of 
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the relationship between high-altitude radar 
measurements of the sea surface and the 
near-surface wind. 
William L. Grantham, 3631 146-40-05 
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MOCS Warm-Core Ring 
Experiment 
luRe's MOCS (Multichannel Ocean Color 
Sensor) was flown on the NASA Wallops P-3 
aircraft on missions over a warm-core ring that 
drifted southward just off the continental shelf 
from New Jersey to North Carolina over a 
4-month period. These flights were a joint 
experiment by marine and NASA scientists to 
study the dynamics of warm-core rings. These 
rings, which form from eddies that break off 
from the Gulf Stream, can be as much as 300 
kilometers in diameter. Marine scientists are 
trying to determine the physical and biological 
consequences of these "hurricanes" in the 
ocean. Two questions being asked are whether 
these rings disturb fish populations and whether 
they collect and transport significant amounts of 
coastal pollution. 
For the first time, in April 1982, remote 
da ta pel'tinen t to marine scientists were 
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and aircraft. For thl.!se applications a high-energy 
pulsed lasei' must be developed that will operate 
for long periods without having the laser gas 
mixture replenished. An important step has been 
taken in this technology with the development 
of a new catalyst that will recombine the 
dissociation products of C02. 
High-energy pulsed C02 lasers normally 
require a supply of laser gas mixture constantly 
flowing through the laser cavity, because each 
pulse \lissociates the C02 into CO and 02. 
These product gases do not recombine at room 
temperature, and attempts have therefore been 
made to recombine the CO and 02 over a 
catalygt at high temperature to overcome the 
need to carry bulky gas cylinders for 
resuPPlYin~ the laser. For rare-isotope lasers 
(e.g., C028) the gas mixture is expensive. Rccombit1~ng the CO and 02 to C02 is more 
economical. 
A more suitable catalyst would regenerate 
C02 from CO and 02 at low temperatures. The 
catalyst must be efficient at low concentrations 
of CO and 02 (less than 0.1 percent), and 
must be applicable to rare-isotope C02 
chemistry. A promising new catalyst system has 
been developed at Langley that incorporates 
various oxidation states of copper, ranging from 
pure copper to CU20 and CuO. This catalyst 
has been tested in the laboratory with surrogate 
gas mixtures and was found to convert CO to 
C02 at SOOC. The catalyst is prepared by 
heating CuO in a reducing or inert atmospher.~ 
at high temperatures for several hours. 
Preliminary tests with a O. 7-J /pulse C02 laser 
have demonstrated closed-cycle operation in a 
prototype gas-recirculating system using this new 
catal)'')t system. 
Robert S. Rogowski, 2818 307-01-02 
Three-Dimensional Model 
Simulations of Ozone Distribution 
An increasing awareness has developed that 
technological developments and increasing energy 
demands have the potential to alter atmospheric 
composition, with consequent undesirable effects 
upon environmental quality and global climate. 
An example is the possibility of depleting ozone 
as a result of aircraft engine emissions, 
halocarbons, fertilizers, and other chemicals. 
Extensive modeling eff.orts are being conducted 
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at Langley to study the dynamical, chemical, 
and rad ia tive processes that maintain the 
composition and structure of the atmosphere. 
Recently, a comprehensive treatment of 
stratospheric chemical processes has been 
incorpora ted into a three-dimensional 
general-circulation/transport model. This model 
simulates the spatial and temporal distribution 
of ozone and other important atmospheric 
constituents. In contrast with past 
three-dimensional modeling efforts, which 
simulated only ozone transport while prescribing 
other species distributions, the present model 
simulates the simultaneous transport of ozone 
and numerous other species important to the 
ozone budget. 
Initial simulations have been conducted and 
are being analyzed. Shown in the figure is a 
comparison of total ozone (in Dobson units) 
after the initial 60 days of simulation with a 
comparable monthly mean for November 1974 
obtained from the Nimbus 4 BUV 
(Backscattered Ultraviolet) Experiment. Good 
agreement between the observed and simulated 
distributions can be seen with relspect to the 
location and magnitude of a number of 
individual features. These preliminJry results are 
encouraging, but it should be noted that a large 
variability exists in the November monthly 
m,'ans from the 7 years of BUV data. The 
NOV. 74 - BUV DATA 
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Total ozone monthly mean for November 
(Dobson units). 
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model simulations are being extended through 
the Northern Hemisphere winter, where data for 
ozone as well as other species are available 
from the Nimbus 7 experiments (LlMS and 
SAMS) for more extensive comparisons. 
William L. Grose, 2906 
Influence of Solar Cycle on 
Atmospheric Variations 
147-30-01 
It has been d~monstrated that changes in 
the middle atmosphere zonal flow can give rise 
to significant differences in the nature of 
vertical and horizontal planetary wave 
propagation. This can 1 ~ad to significant changes 
in tropospheric planetary wavf. structure, even 
when the tropospheric forcing for such waves is 
constant. It has also been suggested that 
changes in solar UV flux with solar cycle can 
give rise to varying thermal and wind structure 
in the middle atmosphere. An initial attempt 
has been made to <.:onnect these concepts. A 
middle-atmospheric radiative computation was 
can-ied out for the observed winter and summer 
solstice conditions. The net radiative heating was 
determined for a stationary temperature field, 
t h usa llowing the dynamic heating to be 
inferred. Assuming that this dynamk heating 
remains unchanged with varying solar UV input, 
a new temperature structure was calculated that 
included, in an approximate way, the effect of 
changed ozone distribution. Geostrophic mean 
zonal flows were then determined for solar 
maximum and minimum conditions. Changes in 
the mean zonal flow of 10 to 20 m/sec were 
found in the middle-latitude upper stratosphere 
and lower mesosphere, with lesser changes at 
lower a Ititudes. A linear quasi-geostrophic 
calculation was then carried out for 
stratospheric planetary waves to assess the 
change in their structure for fixed tropospheric 
forcing, but using the computed mean zonal 
wind structure for solar maximum and minimum 
conditions. 
Results suggest that large changes occur in 
the upper stratosphere in the amplitude of wave 
numbers 1 and 2 in the geopotential fields 
from solar minimum to solar maximum. Changes 
in the troposphere are more moderate, generally 
less than lO percent .. The figure illustrates the 
geopotential height difference field (solar 
minimum to solar maximum conditions) in 
meters for wave numbers 1 and 2 combined at 
500 mb (approximately 5.5 km), Such changes 
may, in part, explain how climatic variations 
would be associated with the II-year solar 
cycle. 
Linwood B. Callis, Jr" 2985 147-30-01 
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.&. .. • It... n .... , ... AnalYSIS or Inrrarea Atmospnerlc 
Spectra 
Expansion of the quantitative measurement 
data base on stratospheric phenomena lies at 
the heart of research to improve our 
understanding of the upper atmosphere and its 
susceptibility to change. Since virtually all 
molecular chemical species of stratospheric 
importance have infrared spectral features, 
high-resolution atmospheric spectra provide a 
powerful tool for addressing this need. Analysis 
of such spectra can yield simultaneous data on 
species, pressure, and temperature, as well as 
spectral information needed in the design Df 
advanced atmo:;pheric sensors, particularly for 
space application. 
I n collaboration with the University of 
Denver, comprehensive analyses have been 
undertaken of 5- to 12-/1m atmospheric 
transmittance spectra obtained with the 
high-resolu tion (approximately 0.02 cm-1) 
Denver balloon interferometer. Stratospheric 
spectra in the 5- to 8-/1m region from a 1979 
balloon flight have been studied to obtain 
important data on the 02-continuum absorption 
centered near 1556 cm- l (6.43 /1m). The figure 
compares measured transmittances (solid 
symbols) from the Denver spectra and 02 
con ti n u u m transm i ttances (dashed curves) 
calculated from published absorption coefficients 
based on extrapolation of laboratory data to 
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stratospheric conditions. Solar zenith angles and 
tangent altitudes are listed for the four spectra 
shown. This research shows that most of the 
atmospheric absorption in this spectral region is 
due to the 02 continuum, and that it can be 
reasonably represented using extrapolated 
laboratory data. Corrections for this 02 band 
are required in interpreting limb radiance data 
in the 6-Jlm region, and the results of this 
research have been significant in analyses of the 
H20 and N02 channels of the Nimbus 7 Limb 
Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) 
experiment. 
These atmospheric spectra are also being 
studied to derive data on stratospheric species 
and temperature profiles. Absorption features 
near 1880 cm- l (5.32 J.lIn) in the 1979 spectra 
have provided quantitative data on N20. These 
results can be coupled with previous retrievals 
of NO, N02, HN03, H20, and 03 from the 
same spectra by University of Denver and 
associated researchers. Similarly, analysis of 
tempera turc-dependent C02 features in 8- to 
12-J,.t111 spectra from a 1981 Denver balloon 
flight indicate that this spectral region c:an be 
used to derive complementary data on 
stratospheric temperature profiles. 
R. K. Seals, Jr., 2576 
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Estimation of Atmospheric 
Planetary Waves From Satellite 
Data 
The increasing accuracy and resolution of 
data obtained from meteorological satellites are 
now providing a more detailed picture of the 
stratosphere than was previously possible. 
Unfortunately, the characteristics of the satellite 
system that I'r;count for its extensive coverage 
also introduce ambiguities int·') the data when a 
global map, or snapshot, of the data is 
produced. These problems arise because the 
atmosphere is in motion and the measuremeuts 
are not made simultaneously around the globe. 
Two methods of estimating the synoptic 
field have been examined. Both of these 
methods, Kalman filtering and complex 
demodulation, have been tested using simulated 
data from a general circulation model of the 
stratosphere. By testing the methods with the 
simulated da ra, we have been able to determine 
t be effects of measurement errors, missing 
measurt:ments, a!ld time variations in the data 
fields, as well as the limitations imposed by the 
sampling rate. In general, these methods were 
used to recover the model data within the error 
limitations imposed on the data. However, 
periods of missing data (hatf a day or more) 
resulted in larger errors in the estimates. 
These methods are now being used to 
obtain global field estimates of temperature, 
geopotential height, and trace species from data 
taken by the LIMS instrument on the Nimbus 
7 satellite. These fields will be used in the 
analysis of stratospheric dynamics, transport, and 
chemistry. 
Kenneth V. Haggard, 3431 307-02-02 
Remote Sensing Optics of Turbid 
Waters 
Laboratory experiments directed at 
quantifying the optical behavior of typical 
constituents of turbid coastal waters were 
completed in early 1982. Using facilities of the 
Langley Marine Upwelled Spectral Signature 
Laboratory (MUSSL), test waters of controlled 
composition were illuminated with an artificial 
solar simulator, and the intt:nsity of radiation 
returned from the water was measured as a 
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function of wavelength by a spectrometer 
scanning the SOo- to 800-nm spectral interval. 
The measurement is analogo'ls to the detection 
of radiation upwelled from a naturdl water 
body by a passive remote-sensing device, such as 
a multispectral scanner. Upwelled radiant 
intensity was normalized by the source intensity 
to pf('\duce a dimensionless percent "spectral 
reflectance" that can be manipulated and 
compared with results obtained under differing 
illumination conditions. 
Experiments were focused on effec~s of 
particulate organic material suspended ir. the 
test water. In natural coastal waters such 
material is derived primarily from mechanical 
and biological breakdown of plant material. This 
particulate organic "detritus" is found in 
significant concentrations and could potentially 
impact remote-sensing signatures of tllrbid 
coastal waters. In the laboratory, particulate 
organic ma terial was simulated by grindi ng dried 
grasses collected from marsh environments, 
which would be likely to contribute detritus to 
tidal waters. Tltis matel'ial was added in varying 
concentrations to a filtered deionized base wa ter 
and its effect on spectral reflectance was 
monitored. 
The simulated organic detritus was 
unexpectedly benign over a range of 
concentrations from near zero to approximately 
20 g/m3, producing little or no change in water 
reflectance at any wavelength. At visible 
wavelengths (such as SSO nm, shown in the 
figure), effects of inorganic particulateG and of 
dissolved organic carbon (humic acid) seem far 
1110re likely to influence remotely sensed water 
color. This suggests that remote-sensor 
measurements of naturally turbid waters, such as 
those found near the coast and in estuaries, 
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rivers, reservoirs, and some lakes, can potentially 
be interpreted by means of a simple 
two-component model of constituent effects 
(incorpor.ating inorganic particulates and 
dissolved organics). 
D. S. Bartlett, 2871 307-02-02 
Measuring Methane Fluxes From 
Wetland Environments 
Methane (CH4) is an impOl cant component 
of the biogeochemkal cycle of carbon, and plays 
a potentially critical role in the geochemistry of 
0a rbon cycling. Recent analysis indicates a 
possible increase in atmospheric CH4 of 0.1 
ppm (from 1.6 to 1.7 ppm) over the past 
decade. Because sources of CH4 are very poorly 
characterized, with particularly large uncertain tip.s 
in estimates of natural source strengths, it is 
impossible to assess potential sources for an 
increase in global tropospheric CH4 at present. 
Wetland are hypothesized to be a major 
source of CH4 in the atmosphere. A recent 
assessment of existing techniques and data for 
CH4 flux from wetland environments suggests 
that the uncertainty in estimates of t~lis source 
may exceed a factor of 10. I nland and coastal 
wetland habitats are ecologically and 
topngraphically complex, posing unique problems 
for quantitative monitoring of gas fluxes at 
wn tel', plant, and soil interfaces with the 
atmosphere. 
A technique for making field measurements 
of methane fluxes as a function of air velocity 
at a water-atmosphere interface has been 
developed and tested. The method uses a 
pa rtitiolled chamber placed over the water 
surface, where the air velOCity along the surface 
can be controlled. The detection system is a 
nondispersive infrared absorption instrument 
developed at Langley that llses a concentrated 
sample c; CH4 to provide a selective fihl.\lf for 
radiation absorbed in a gas mixture containing 
trace amounts of CH4. 
CH4 fluxes as low as 2 x 10-3 (±O.OS) g 
m-2 day-l were measured in this way, and 
additional CH4 flux data were determined as 
functions of air velocity from 0.9 (±O.I) m 
sec-1 to 4.4 (±0.37) m sec-I. Emission rates of 
gas across an air-water interface are controlled 
by shear stress of winds in the overlying gas. 
Our objective was to develop a relatively simple 
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field system that had the capability of 
qUuntitatively controlling air velocity over the 
water surface within the chamber sampling area. 
This technique has the important advantage of 
including a continuous monitoring system so 
that data can be observed on site. Measurements 
obtained in coastal wetland creeks demonstrate 
that the C'H4 flux passing through a 
wa ter-atmosphere interface can be quantified as 
a function of air velocity over the water 
surface. 
D. I. Sebacher, 2871 199-30-36 
MAPS Shuttle-Borne Remote 
Measurements: of Carbon Monoxide 
The MAPS (Measurement of Air Pollution 
from Satellites) experiment, flown as part of 
the OSTA-I payload aboard the second flight of 
the Space Shuttle during November 1981, was 
the first attempt to measure a pollutant gas in 
the troposphere from an orbiting platform. The 
experiment measured carbon monoxide in two 
broad layers, one Cf\ntered near 8 km altitude 
and another centered near 12 km altitude. On 
the global scale, carbon monoxide is a 
chemically active gas in the troposphere, with a 
mean mixing ratio of 10-7 by volume. It is 
produced both as a result of natural processes 
and as a result of man's technological and 
agricultural activities. Measurements taken at the 
surface and from aircraft show that the mixing 
ratio varies with latitude, longitude, altitude, 
and season. The long-range goal of the MAPS 
program is to define these variations on the 
global scale. 
During the flight of STS-2, the MAPS 
experiment acquired 32 hours of nadir-viewing 
data between 380 N and 380 S latitude. 'Dlis represents 
approximately 1 million km of data along the 
flight track. Instrument performance was 
excellent, with signal-to-noise ratios being about 
150 to 1. An example of the reduced data for 
the layer centered near 8 km altitude is shown 
in the flgure. The large noise spikes result from 
the presence of clouds in the field of view, and 
they will be removed with further data 
processing. The: clear column mixing ratios are 
represented by the points along the lower edge 
of the trace. It can be seen that the CO 
mixing ratio increases toward the north and east 
until the vicinity of Cyprus is reached. From 
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that point on, the mixing ratio falls very 
rapidly. (The small oscillations in the data, most 
clearly seen over the Arabian Sea, are an 
instrumental effect.) When the data reduction is 
complete, the MAPS experiment will have 
produced the first truly global measurements of 
carbon monoxide. The d.ata will be highly 
useful to the understanding of man's possible 
impacts on the atmosphere. 
Hen.j G. Reichle, Jr., 2576 618-22-31 
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Stratospheric Phenomena Revealed 
by Nimbus 7 LIMS Data 
The LlMS experiment was launched on 
Nimbus 7 for the purpose of sOll11ding the 
upper-atmosphere composition and structure on 
a global scale. The instrument operated virtually 
without flaw from the time of turn-on (October 
25, x 978) until turp-off (May 28, 1979), when 
the solid cryogen lISI!d for detector cooling had 
depleted as plan 1ed. Approximately 7000 
radiance proliles were collected almost 
continuously ea'ch da~, (The duty cycle was II 
days on and 1 day off.) The profiles were 
ground-processed to yield vertical profiles of 
temperature, ozone (03), water vapor (H20), 
nitrosen dioxide (N02), and nitric acid (HN03), 
Measurements were made at about 85-km 
't 
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intervals along the orbit track over the latitude 
range from approximately 640 S to 840 N. Tht: 
vertical resolution was about 2 km for all 
measurements except N02 and H20, which 
hud a value of about 4 km. The approximate 
altitude range of the measurements extended 
from 15 km to 70 km for temperature, 65 km 
for 03, and 50 km 1'01' H20 anct lIN03. The 
N02 data covcr from about 20 km to 50 kill. 
The measurement accuracy in the 
mitistratosphere is estimated to be approximately 
I to 2 K 1'01' temperaturc, IS percent 1'01' 
HN03, and 20 percent 1'01' 03, H20, and N02. 
Precision of the measurements is approximately 
0.3 K for temperatll1'c, about 4 percent for 
HN03. about 1 percent I'or 03, 8 percent for 
H20, and about 5 percent 1'01' N02. 
These data represent one of the most 
sophisticated and cOlllprehelisive data sets ever 
assembled Oli the upper atmosphere in terms of 
number und type of parameters, geographic 
cov('rage, spatial resolution, accuracy, precision, 
and simultaneity of measured parameters, The 
experiment operated during the time When a 
major stratospl'eric warming occurred in the 
Northern Hemisphere winter, This phenomenon, 
which is believed to be due to 
up wa rcl-p ropaga ting waves, results in large 
changes in tl.'l11peratll1'e (on the order of 40 K) 
over time scales of I week. UMS data display 
these changes prominently. not only in 
tcmperature but also in ozone. Ozone levels 
increased dramatically during the warming to 
achieve "spring-like" levels that remained as the 
spring season arrived. LIMS data also clearly 
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show the division of the polar vortex into two 
vorti..:~:, centered on either side of the pole 
during the warming. The circulation returned to 
the normal single-vortex condition after the 
warming was over. The 30-mb surface nitric 
acid levels show peak values centered in one 
quadrant of the globe prior to the warming, 
but during the event the concentration of 
HN03 is more diffuse and the region of high 
concentration is much less distinct. Other 
phenomena now apparent from the L1MS data 
arc the presence of a rapid decrease in N02 
concentration at high latitudes in winter and 
the presence 01' a low water vapor concentration 
in the tropics extending I'rom about 350 S to 
350 N and from 100 mb to 10mb during all 
seasons. The N02 decrease is very sharp in the 
latitudinal direction, with mixing ratios changing 
by Po factor of 3 over a 100 latitude range nt 
the 10-mb level. This fentl\l'e represents one of 
the greatest challenges to theory, and L1MS 
data will provide an extensive base of 
information 1'01' its study. The low watcr vapor 
levels in the tropics, as shown in the figure, 
have been suggested from single profiles 
measured previously 1'1'0111 balloons, and these 
have now been confirmed by LIMS results. The 
area of decreased mixing ratio moves northward 
as the spring season approaches. All of these 
phenomena and several others that have been 
identified are the focus of scientific 
investigations being conducted by Langley 
scientists and other members of the L1MS 
science team. The data promise to shed new 
light on key upper-atmosphere processes that up 
to now have been only moderately understood. 
Jallles M. Russell Ill, 2576 
Satellite Observations of 
Stratospheric Aerosols 
665- I 0-40 
For the purpose of monitoring global 
stratospheric aerosols in a nearly continuous 
manner, NASA has been conducting two 
satellite experiments: SAM II (Stratospheric 
Aerosol Measurement) and SAGE (Stratospheric 
Aerosol and Gas Experiment). Both Langley 
experiments provide highly resolved vertical 
profiles of aerosol extinction at 1.0 f.lm 
wavelength. The measurements of aerosol 
extinction by SAM II are limited to polar 
rl!gions in the latitude bands from 640 to 800 
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for both hemispheres, I while SAGE covers 
latitlldes between 790 S and 790 N (depending on 
the season). 
Global background values of the stratospheric 
peak extinction are observed to be about I to 
2 x 10-4 km-I. However, numerous 
stratospheric clouds with I to 2 orders of 
magnitude enhancement of the peak extinction 
have been observed by SAM II and SAGE. The 
enhancement observed by SAM II is due to the 
presence of polar stratospheric clouds (PSC's), 
which are strongly correlated with low 
temperature. The occurrence of PSC's is more 
prevalent in the Antarctic region during the 
cold wintertime. It was observed, for example, 
that in the Antarctic stratosphere there were 
1030 clouds in 1980 in comparison with 810 
clouds in 1979. Much smaller numbers of 
cl0 u d shave been observed in the Arctic 
stratosphere, but the number of clouds was also 
higher in 1980 than in 1979, due to a colder 
winter period. The enhancement of aerosol 
extinction observed by SAGE can usually be 
traced to the eruption of volcanoes. Since 
SAGE provides global coverage in about 1 
1110 nth, the transport, dispersion, and mass 
~vading of stratospheric plumes created by major 
v :J~':llnk eruptions can be determined from 
lAi.;E measurements. For example, Mount St. 
H\"~~ns erupted on May 18, 1980, and produced 
,. 100-percent enhancement in the northern 
hemispheric aerosol mass. SAGE has monitored 
a volcanic eruption about every 6 months since 
its February 1979 launch. The global aerosol 
data set that is evolving for the first time is 
proving to be extremely valuable in 
understanding the role aerosols play in radiation 
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balance, water vapor budgets, and heterogeneous 
che mis t ry , a J1 din stud yi ng a tm ospheric 
circulations. 
M. Patrick McCormick, 2065 
Space Transportation 
SystenlS 
665-10-40 
Gap Heating in Shuttle Thermal 
Protection Sy~tem 
An analytical study has been performed to 
investigate the cause of excessive heating in the 
tile-to-tile gaps of the Shuttle Orbiter thermal 
protection system (TPS) during the initial flight. 
The excessive heating was evidenced by visible 
discoloration and charring of the filler bar and 
strain isolation pad (SIP) used in the 
attachment of tiles to the aluminum substrate. 
The study concentrated on determining if 
tile-to-tile steps and gaps measured after flight 
created a pressure disturbance around a stepped 
tile and caused h0t-gas now in the gaps during 
entry. Techniques b~~f;d on existing experimental 
d a taw ere developed to predict the local 
pressure disturbances. In addition, a technique 
was devised to approximate the energy potential 
of the air flowing from the local boundary 
layer into the tile-to-tile gap. A tile flow 
model, developed previously to determine the 
pressure loading on a tile during ascent, was 
modified to account for compressibility in the 
flow in the tile-to-tile gaps during entry. The 
flow model predicts mass flow rates and 
pressure distributions in the tile-to-tile gaps, in 
the SIr, and within the tiles. It utilizes 
analogies betwel '1 conventional heat conduction 
anci internal gas flow in the calculation 
procedure. With the flow rates established, . a 
thermal model of adjacent tiles, the tile-to-tile 
gap, filler bar, and SIP was used to predict 
temperature distributions throughout the system 
while maintaining an energy balance on the air 
flowing through the tile array. 
Com bin a t ions of tile step heights and 
tile-to-tile gaps that could cause varying degrees 
of damage to the filler bar on the lower 
fuselage and wing were determined. The 
" 
'. 
magnitudes of the predicted step heights and 
gaps were comparable to the step heights and 
gaps observed in damaged regions after the first 
several flights of the Shuttle. The results 
indicate that the tolerances on steps and gaps 
maintained during tile installation must also be 
maintained in flight. If the tolerances cannot be 
maintained, tile-to-tile gap filler would be an 
altern a tive. 
Dewey M. Smith, 4508 986-15-10 
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